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MANUAL OF SUGGESTIONS
FOR

TEACHERS OF HISTORY

PI:BUC AXD SEPAnATE SCHOOL
COURSE OF STUDY

DETAILS

The course in literature and composition incudes the tell-
ing by the teacher o' suitable stories from the Bible, stories
of primitive peoples, of child life in other lands, of famous
persons and peo, ,; and the oral reproduction of these
stories by the pupils. In this way history, literature, and
composition are combined.

»<, J^«-"*"'S'' i° *'li'"*
"<"'«»• consult Hoi<r to Ten moHei

Bo.ton?|?00
SaraCone Bryant, Houghton, MIfflt. Connpan"

FORM I
Bible Stories:

Moses in the Bulrushes, his Childhood, the r ^^
Bush, the Crossing of the Red Sea, the Tables o a.

,

Joseph's Boyhood Dreams, Joseph cold into ft,
the Famine, the Visits of his Brethren; David lad
Goliath; Samson.

-roBiEs OF Child Lipe :

The Eskimo Girl, the Andean Girl, the Arabian (iiri
the Little Syrian Girl, the Swiss Girl, the Chinese
Girl, the African Oirl, the German Girl, the Canadian
Girl; the Little Red Child, the Little White Child

II]



* HISTORY

the Little Black Child, the Little Yellow Child, the

Little Brown Child.

Coniult The Seven Little HUter; by Jane Andrewi, Qinn
k Co., Boiton, 60c.; The Little Coutin Berie; by Mary Haul-
ton Wad*, Tb* Paie Co., Boiton, 600. each; Five Little
Btranger; Julia Aufuita Sehwarz, American Book Co., New
York; Each and All, Jane Andrevi (UQuel to rite Seven
Little Bieteri), SO canta.

Special Days:

Christmas: The Birth of Christ, the First Cli tmas
Tree (sec Appendix) ; Arbor Day; Constructive work
suggested by St. Valentine's Day and Thanksgiving
Day ; Stories of these Days.

Nora: Advantage abould be taken of every opportunity to
teach obedience to authority and reapeet for the property and
righta of others,

FORM II

Bible Stories:

Abraham and Lot, Joshua, David and Jonathan,

David and Saul, Buth and Naomi, Daniel, Miriam
and Moses, Abraham and Isaac, Boyhood of Christ,

the Shipwreck of St. Paul.

Stories of Child Life :

The Aryan Boy, the Persian Boy, the Greek Boy, the

Roman Boy, the Saxon Boy, the Page Boy, the Eng-

lish Boy, the Puritan Boy, the Canadian Boy of To-day.

Child Life in Canada (a) in the early days, (6) to-

day on th« farm and in the city or town ; occupations,

games, and plays, etc.

Consult Ten Little Boyt Who Lived on the Road from Long
Ago till Now, by Jane Andrews, Oinn ft Co., 50c.

Stories of Famous People:

Boadicea, Alfred, Harold, First Prince of Wales, Sir

Francis Dr"ke, Sir Walter Raleigh, Columbus, Cabot,
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Cartier, Champlain, Madeleine do Verch6rc», Pontiar,

Brock, liBuru Secord, Florence Nijflitinjfalc.

Comult The aiory of the BritUh People. Thomti N«Uon
« Soni, Toronto, I60. (For Florence Nightingale, ue Ap-
pendix.)

Pioneer Life :

In Ancient Britain: See Second Reader, p. 109;

Ontario Public School History of England, p. 10.

In Roman Britain: See The Story of The Brili>ih

People, pp. 18-24.

Old English Life: Sec Third Render, p. 32,-; Ontario

High School History of England, pp. .1,1-40.

At the Close of the French Period in Canada: See

Fourth Reader, p. 65.

In Upper Canada in the "Thirties": See Fourth
Reader, p. 1Z2.

wur Forefathers: Where they lived before coming
here, how they got here, hardships in travel, con-

dition of the country at that time, how they cleared

the land, their homes, their difficulties, danger from
wild animals, the natives of the country, modes of

travel, implements and tools, etc.

Consult Pen Picturet of Earlv Pioneer Life in Upper Can-
aia, Brlggi, 12.00; Ontario High School HUtory of Canada.

iNVENTOnS

:

Watt, Stephenson, Fulton, Bell, Edison, Marconi.

Civics :

Elementary lessons in local government:

(o) In cities, towns, and inco'.iorated villages—the

postmaster, (see Illustrative Lesson, p. 66), the post-

man and policeman ; city or town hall, post-office, mail
boxes, school-houses.
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(5) For rural districts—postmaster, trustees, roads

and bridges, rural mail delivery.

Special Days:

Empire Day, Victoria Day, Dominion Day ; local occa-

sions such as Fair Day, Election Day ; review of those

Days taken in Form I.

FORMS III AND IV

PRELIMINART NOTE
Below are the topics and sub-topics of the Course in

History for Forms III and IV.

In dealing with the subject in both Forms, the teacher

should keep constantly in mind the chief aims suited to

this stage of the pupil's development. (See pp. 16, 17.) The
most vital of these is "to create and foster a liking for

historical study." The teaclier should make use of simple

map drawing to illustrate the subject. This is especially

necessary in dealing with the history of Canada. There
should be much illustration by means of maps and pictures.

See Educational Pamphlet No. 4, Visml Aids in the Teach-
ing of History.

The chapter numbers in the Course for Form III are

those of the chapters in The Story of the British People

prescribed for the Form. These chapters should be care-

fully read and, in Form IV, the authorized text-books

should be followed for the main account. Having regard

to the time available for the Course, only the most im-

portant details should be taken up.
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FOBM III

Junior Ghade

CANADIAN HISTORY

ColumbuB—The Discovery of America (Chap. XX)
John Cabot and the New World (Chap. XXI)
Jacques Cartier (Chap. XXIII)

Raleigh and Gilbert (Chap. XXVI)
The Beginnings of Acadia (Chap. XXVII)
Champlain, the Father of New France (Chap. XXVIII)

The Pilgrim Fathers (Chap. XXIX)
The Jesuits in Canada (Chap. XXXI)
Tlie Settlement of French Canada (Chap. XXXI)
La Salle (Chap. XXXIV)
Henry Hudson—New York and Hudson Bay (Chap.

XXXV)
Frontenac (Chaps. XXXIV, XXXVII)
The Conquest of Canada—^Wolfe and Montcalm, Pontiac

(Chap. XLI)
The Coming of the Loyalists (Chap. XLII)

How Canada Fought for the Empire (Chap. XLIV)
William Lyon Mackenzie (Chap. XLVI)
The Great North-West—Selkirk, Mackenzie, Strathcona,

Eiel (Chap. XLVII)
Canada and the Empire—Royal Visitors (Chap. L)

FORM III

Senior Grade

BRITISH HISTORY

The First Britons (Chap. I)

The Coming of the Romans (Chap. II)

A Day in Roman Britain (Chap. Ill)

u
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The Coming of the English (Chap. IV)
The Coming of Christianity (Chap. V)
The Vikings (Chap. VT^
Alfred the Great (Chaj VII)
Rivals for a Throne (Ch •. VIII)
The Coming of the Normans (Chap. IX)
A Norman Castle (Chap. X)
A Glance at Scotland (Chap. XI)
Henry the Second and Ireland (Chap. XII)
Richard the Lion Heart (Chap. XIII)
King John and the Great Charter (Chap. XIV)
The First Prince of Wales (Chap. XV)
"Wallace and Bruce (Chap. XVI, XVII)
The Black Prince (Chap. XVIII)
The Father of the British Navy (Chap. XXII)
The New Worship (Chap. XXIV)
Francis Drake, Sea-dog (Chap. XXV)
King Charles the First (Chap. XXX)
The Rule of Cromwell (Chap. XXXII)
The King Enjoys his Own again (Chap. XXXIII)
The Revolution and After (Chap. XXXVI)
The Greatest Soldier of his Time (Chap. XXXVIII)
Bonnie Prince Charlie (Chap. XXXIX)
Robert Clive, the Daring in War (Chap. XL)
The Terror of Europe (Chap. XLIII)
Waterloo (Chap. XLV)
Victoria the Good (Chaps. XLVI, XLVIII, XLIX)

Civics

Review of the work in Form II; election of town or
township council; taxes—the money people pay to keep
np schools and roads, etc.; how local taxes are levied for
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the support of the school; election of members of County

Council, of members of Provincial Legislature; duties of

citizenship.

FORM IV

Junior Grade

CANADIAN HISTORY

Before the British Conquest—an introductory account:

The French settlements: Extent, life of the seignior,

habitant, and coureur de bois ; system of trade
; government

at Quebec—governor, bishop, intendant; territorial claims

(Chaps. VII, VIII, IX, XI)

The Enghsh settlements—Hudson's Bay Company,

English colonies in New York, New England, Acadia, and

Newfoundland; population, life, trade, government, ter-

ritorial claims (Chaps. VIII, X, XI)

British Conquest of New France—^fall of Quebec

(Chap. XI)

Conspiracy of Pontiac (Chap. XII)

Quebec Act (Chap. XII)

Canada and the American Bevolution; IT. E. Loyalists

(Chaps. XIII, XV)
Constitutional Act — Bepresentative Government

(Chap. XIV)
Social Conditions, 1763-1812 (Chap. XV)
Hudson's Bay Company (Chaps. VIII, XVI, XXI)
North-West Company (Chap. XVI)
Exploration in North-West—Heame, Mackenzie, Fra-

ser, Thompson (Chap. XVI)
War of 1812-14 (Chap. XVII)
Family Compact (Chap. XVII)
Clergy Beserves (Chap. XVII)
William Lyon Mackenzie (Chap. XVII)
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Lord Durham, Act of Union, ISiO-Hesponsible Gov-
ernment (Chap. XVIII)

^
Social Progress, 1812-1841 (Chap. XIX)

^Settlement of the North-Westr-Selkirk (Chaps. XVI,

Confederation of the Provinces, 1867 (Chap. XXII)
Intercolonial Railway (Chap. XXIV)
Expansion of the Dominion by addition of new pro-

vinces (Chap. XXII)
^

Social Progress, 1841-1867 (Chap. XXIII)
Canadian Pacific Railway (Chap. XXIV)
Biel Rebellion (Chap. XXIV)

ifiifT,**f
"^*''*'° *^''°"'' ""^ *e United States since

1814 settled by treaty or arbitration. The Hundred Years
or Peace

Canada, at the opening of the twentieth century ; trans-
portation, industry, means of defence, education (Chap.

.l/«'*«r'°'*
Confederation; John Sandfleld Macdon-

W rI °'\'"/»^''*' Arthur Sturgis Hardy, Sir GeorgeW. Ross, Sir James P. Whitney (Chap. XXVI)
An account of how Canada is governed, simple and

concrete and „. far as possible related to the experience

l^^Tf ;

^""'"P"' Oovemment, Provincial Govern-
ment, federal Government (Chap. XXVII)
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FORM IV

SENion Grade

BRITISH HISTORY

A

A Course of about Two Months

The Early Inhabitants—The Britons

The Coming of the Bomans
The Coming of the Saxons

The Coming of Christianity

Alfred the Great

The Coming of the Normans—The Feudal System
Eichard I and the Crusaders

John and Magna Charta

The Scottish War of Independence

The Hundred Years' War—Crecy, Agincourt, Joan of

Arc.

The Wars of the Hoses (no lists of battles or details

of fighting)

Caxton and Printing

Separation between tiie English Church and Borne

A Course of about Eight Months

Brief account of the British Isles, territorial, political,

and religious, as an introduction to the reign of Elizabeth.
Elizabeth and Mary Queen of Scots; the Spanish

Armada; Drake, Hawkins, Gilbert, Raleigh, Shakespeare.
The Stuarts: "Divine Bight of Kings" supported by

majority of gentry and landowners (cavaliers), opposed by
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the commercial and trading classes and yeomen (round-
heads). The Kings strove for absolute power, the Parlia-

ment for constitutional government.

James I: Union of the English and Scottish Crowns.
Charles I: Struggle between King and Parliament;

Petition of Right, Ship Money, rebellion, execution of
Charles.

Commonwealth
: nominally a republic, really a dictator-

ship under Cromwell. He gave Britain a strong govern-
ment at home, and made her respected abroad, and laid

the foundations of Britain's foreign trade and colonial

empire.
,

Charles II : The Restoration : Reaction in state, church,
and society; King striving for absolute power; Noncon-
formists persecuted; society profligate in its revolt against
the strictness of Puritanism; Habeas Corpus Act; Test
Act; Plague and Great Fire.

James II: Revolution of 1688, the death-knell of

"divine right"; Parliament supreme; Declaration of

Rights.

William and Mary: Party government—Whigs and
Tories ; King to act by advice of his ministers ; each parlia-

ment limited to three years; Bill of Rights; Act of Settle-

ment.

Anne: Marlborough; Union between England and
Scotland, 1707; the Jacobites, 1715 and 1745.

George II: Walpole, the great peace minister—home
and colonial trade fostered and material wealth of the
nation greatly increased; Pitt, the great war minister;
territorial expansion in Canada and India—Wolfe, Clive;

the Methodist Movement, Wesley.

George III: The American Revolution, 1776-83; loss

of the American Colonies; Pitt; Washington; acquisition
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of Australia by Great Britain, 1788; legislative union of
Ireland with Great Britain, 1801; Napoleonic wars; Nel-
son, Wellington, Aboukir, Trafalgar, and Waterloo; indus-
tnal revolution—the change from an agricultural to an
industrial country.

William IV: Reform Act of 1832, a great forward
movement in democratic government; abolition of slavery,
1833 ; railways and steamships.

Victoria: First British settlement in New Zealand,
1839; Repeal of the Corn Laws, 1846—free trade, the
commercial policy of England; Elementary Education Act,
1870, education compulsory; parliamentary franchise ex-
tended—vote by ballot; Crimean war; Indian Mutiny;
Egypt and the Suez Canal ; Boer War—Orange Free State
and South Afri -an Republic annexed ; social progress.

Edward VII: Irish Land Act of 1903; pensions for
aged labourers; King Edward, "the Peace-maker."

Civics

Taxation—direct ar indirect; how the revenue of the
Dominion, provinces,

, li municipalities, respectively, is

collected.

Federal Government—Governor-general, Senate, House
of Commons, Premier, Cabinet.

Imperial Government—King, House of Lords, House
of Commons, Premier, Cabinet,





HISTORY
CHAPTER I

THE AIMS A\D STAGES OF STUDY

AIMS

History may be made, in several ways, an important
factor m forming intelligent, patriotic citizens

:

(a) It must be remembered that society, with all its
institutions, is a growth, not a sudden creation. It follows
that, if we wish to understand the present and to use that
knowledge as a guide to future action, we must know the
story of how our present institutions and conditions have
come to be what they are ; we must know the ideals of our
forefathers, the means they took to realize them, and to
what extent they succeeded. It is only in this way that
we become capable of passing judgment, as citizens, on
what is proposed by political and social reformers, and
thus justify and guarantee our existence as a democracy.

(b) Patriotism, which depends largely on the associa-

tions formed in childhood, is intensified by learning how
our forefathers fought and laboured and suffered to obtain
all that we now value most in our homes and social life.

Thj courage with which the early settlers of Upper Canada
faced their tremendous labours and hardships should make
us appreciate our inheritance in the Ontario of to-day, and
determine, as they did, to leave our country better than
we found it.

To-morrow yet would reap to-day.

As we bear blossom of the dead.

[U]
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,. J''\."^;'*°'y
^'ohei t' ' right and wrong ,™ re«I

d..tmcfon..;. The .tudy of hi.tory, e,peci.l^ in X
.phere of biography. ha» a moral value, and much may
be done, even in the primary cla«e.. to inspire children
to admire the heroic and the .elf-sacriflcing, and to de.pi,e
the treacherous and the «>If.^king. The constant .trugV
to right what « wrong in the world may be emphasized
in he senior classes to show that nothing is ever settled
until it IS settled right.

(d) History affords specially good exercise for thejudgment we use in everyday life in weighing evidence and
balancing prol^abilities. Such a question as « Did Cham
plain do right in taking the side of the Hurons against
the Iroquois, or even in taking sides at all?" may be sug-
gested to the older pupils for consideration.

(e) History, when taught by a broad-minded, well-
informed teacher, may do much to correct the prejudices-
social, political, religious-^f individuals and communities.

(/) The imagination is exercised in the effort to recall
or reconstruct the scenes of the past and in discovering
relations of cause and effect.

(?) The memory is aided and stimulated by the in-
crease in the number of the centres of interest round which
facts, both new and old, may be grouped.

.

(*) A knowledge of the facts and inferences of history
18 invaluable for general reading and culture.

To sum up: It is important that the good citizen
should know his physical environment; it is just as im^r"
tant for him to know his social and political environment,
to have some appreciation of the nature of the state and
society, some sense of the duties and responsibilities of
citizenship, some capaciiy in dealing with political and
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gOTernmenUI question., wmcthinR 0/ the broad .nd tol-

TduC *'""

"

'-'' "^ *"« "^'y ^' -^ -- •""

800PB

The ideal course in history would include (1) a general
v«!W of the hrstory of the world, giving the pupil knowl-
edge enough to provide the proper setting for the history
of h.s own country; (2) a more detailed knowledge of the
whole history of his own country; (3) and a special knowl-
edge of certain outstanding periods or tendencies in that
history In our schools, we should give most attention to

!n!
"^"^^

°;
Conadian and British history as a whole, toenough of the history of France and other countries tomake clear certain parts of our own history, and to certain

important periods, such as the settlement of Upper Canada
by ihe United Empire Loyalists, etc. (See Detailed Curse
of Study, p. 5.) We may also study our history along
special lines of development-political, military, social!
educational, religious, industrial, and commercial-but
these phases are subjects of study rather for secondary
schools and colleges.

'

STA0E3 OP STUDY

tho„?h"f.,"' *''T
'^^^ '° "'' ''""^y "* history which,

though they overlap each other, yet indicate differenmethods of treatment for pupils at different ages. Theyan the ^tory stage, the Information stage, and the Ee-
flectiye stage. These stages are not exclusive, nor do they
coincide with the first three Forms in the 4r-ls

THE 8T0BY STAOE

and IS chiefly preparatory to the real study of hist^ inthe higher grad... The need for this stage lies in thelct

77.- 7/1
/.-;.

V:;-.^ ^.P

J.

m I y ..../f
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that the child'H " idcu are of the pictorial rather than of
the abstract order"; yet his spontaneous interest in these
thinjrs must Iw made to servo "as a stepping-stone to the
acquired interests of civilized life." The definite objecU
at this stage arc

:

(o) To create and foster a liking for historical study.
It IS impossible, in the public school life of a child, which
8 usually ended at the age of twelve to fourteen years, to
accomplish all that has been indicated aliove concerning
the aims of history teaching. The most that can be done
18 to lay the foundation and give the pupil a desire to
continue his reading after his school days arc over. Serious
blame rests on the teacher whose methods of teaching
history, instead of attracting the child to the subject, give
him a distaste for it. If history is made real and living
to children, it is usually not ditficult to have them like it.
(For suggestions, see p. 34.)

(b) To acquaint the pupils with some of the important
historical persons. We wish to take advantage of the fact
that the primitive form of attention which is captured
at once oy objects that strike the senses is giving place insome degree to appreciative attention, which is yielded to
things that connect themselves with what we already know,and which mplies ability to adopt the reflective attitude
towards a proposed problem."* Xow children are more
nterested in people than in institutions or events; and ifwe can give them a knowledse of some of the striking inci-
dents in the lives of imp,rtant characters in history, wemay expect them to be more interested in the study of
histo^ at a later period, because they will frequently meet
with these familiar names. The emphasis at this stage is
therefore on biography.

Raymont: Principlet of SduoaUon
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(c) To help tho development of the " hiitorical ncnuc."
The "liiatoricBl K-nso" includes the notion of time, the
notion of s Mwial unit and, aicordinj? to Honin, the notion
of cauw) and effect. The notion of time implies the power
" to represent the past as if it were present "—that is, the
IK)Wer to enter into tlio thoughts and fceliiit;^ of people of
tlif past as if we were living amongst them. This notion
of time comes at different ages; to some early, to others
very late. It came to Professor Shaler at the ago of alxiiit
eight or nine years, as the direct result of vivid story-
telling:

''

i«H?.'-"I!.""
'""' T"' ""'" »'»'" ""•• the survivor, of the

iS ihtT^A "f• "* ""' ""efwtlng. There irere several
of thes. old clapper-clawed fellows still living, with their

S or .hJ!!!;
•"»">''"'•' '«'" <" ""venture, thiy had heard

U iS nr?»» .VJ^S"
was current a tradltlon-I have seen

iU .?; ?"i*' ""t" ""^ ^"^ » "«>" between the Indiansana .'hites where the government barracks stood, and thattwo ounded whites had been left upon the ground, where
i^'' VI "*'

I*"""* ^^ ">« savages. One of these had both

?/^«^»M ^^.'^^.k'"" *" "">"»f'y Jlsabled as to his legs.

iiJT. ^ ""' "'*'' ™«n«8e<l to subsist by combining their

,r»?.i,.™'°''""- ™« "»" *"" '""n" 'ew drove game

?!n5. ' ';''?"'..?"' ""^ •'''=''«<> "i™ w'thln reach of hia

fif.!:. « n.l°.
'^* "'nne' Provided him with sticks for

theli lire This legend, much elaborated In the telling, gaveme I believe at about my eighth year, my Hrst sense of a

Chap i)
^' ^'"""' '*'"<"»"'<"'<'P*»'-

The iK'st means at the teaLner'o command to assist its
coming is to tell good stories from history with all the skill
he has; the stories need not be told in chronological
order. The notion of time implies also in the older pupils
the power to place events in chronological order

The notion of a social unit is also of slow growth and
must spring hom the child's conception of the social units
he belongs to—the home, the schoo' the community.

M
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^

The notion of cause and effect does not belong so
wholly to the study of history as the notions of time and
of the social unit; it is surprising, however, how soon it
makes its appearance in the child's conceptions of history,m his desire to know the " why " of things. (See Barnes'
Studies in Historical Method.)

%

THE INFOBMATION STAGE

There are several questions that children soon come
to ask: "When?" and "Where?" "What?" and "Who?"

^

This stage may be said to begin in earnest with the Second
\^,

Form, and it continues through the whole course. One^^f the essential elements in history study is to have a

'^Ur^i"'"^'*"'^*
"* *' ™P°^nt 'a^^t' "f history, without whichgv there can be no inferences of value for present use. The

.V >» all-important point in this teaching of facts is to keep
^ •

I
the lessons interesting and not allow them to become mere

V lifeless memorizing of isolated happenings; for a fact is of

C\N

^'

VH"

value only when related to other facts. (See pp. 36, 38.)

THE BEPLECTIVE STAGE

This stage naturally follows the Information stage, as
one must acquire facts before reflecting on them in order
to draw inferences. But reflection of a simple kind may
begin as soon as any facts are given that will show the
relations of cause and effect. The question for the pupil

e here is "Why?" just as in the preceding stage the ques-

^ tions were "^Vhen?" and " Where?" " What?" and "Who?"
V Information and reflection may therefore be combined—
,. with due regard to the pupil's capacity.

PRACTICAL DIPPICDLTIES

We may speak of two difficulties. The first concerns
the enormous amount of historical material that exists.

-J
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It is increased still more by the intermingling of legend

with history and by the partial narratives of prejudiced

writers. The legendary part may be taken up in the Story

stage; and the evils of one-sided accounts arc often bal-

anced by the greater vigour and interest of tlie narrative,

as in Macaulay's writings. The difficulty connected with

the great amount of material can be solved by the selection

(already largely made by the text-books) of the more

important parts, that is, those facts of history that have

the greatest influence on after times
—" the points of vital

growth and large connection" without which subsequent

history cannot be properly understood.

The second difficulty has to do with deciding where

to begin the teaching of history. There are two principles

of teaching that will help to solve this difficulty: (1) The

child learns by relating everything new to his present fund

of experiences; (2) A child's notions grow more complex

as his knowledge increases. To apply these, we must know

the child's experiences and his present notions. We can-

not assume that the present conditions of social life are

known to the child through his experiences. Our social

life is also too complex to be understood by him yet; he

can understand an individtml hero better than he can the

complex idea of a nation. How many children would be

able to begin a study of history by having, as one writer

suggests, " a short series of lessons ... to make some

simple and fundamental historical ideas intelligible—

a

state, a nation, a dynasty, a monarch, a parliament, legis-

lation, the administration of justice, taxes, civil and for-

eign war !" These are ideas far beyond the comprehension

of the beginner. We must be guided, not by "what

happens to be near the child in time and place, but by

what lies near his interests." As Professor Bourne says:
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may be that medireval man, because
! lis characteristics

chiiTtJ
° °""'"^We, IS closer to the experience of ach, d than many a later hero." With older children it ismore hkely to be true that the life of histo,^ lies

"
in itspersonal connections with what is here and now and stil

al ve^th us"; w th historic places a„d relics, etc., whichmake therr appeal first thro :,h the senses; with institu-
t on

,
such as tnal by jury; with anniversaries and celebra-tons of great events which may be used to arouse interestm the history which they suggest and recall.

However, as McM^rry points out. we are in a peculiarly
favourable position in Canada, because we have in our ow^
history, in the comparatively short time of 400 years, the
development of a free and prosperous countiy from a ^tate
of wildness and savagery. The early stages of our history
present those elements of life that appeal strongly to chil-
dren-namely Indians with all their ways of living and

and difficulties. The development of this simpler life to
the more complex life of the present can be more readily
understood by children as they follow up the changes that
have taken place. (See McMurry, Special MHUd in
mstory, pp 26-30.) Of course, at every step appeal must
be made to the experiences of children, as the teacher knows
them. In Civics, however, the beginning must be made
with conditions that exist to-day-schools, taxes, the police-
man, the postmaster, etc. The beginning of the real teach-
ing of history may then be made at the beginning of Cana-
dian History, as this will enable the child to go gradually
from he simple, or individual, to the complex, and will
also allow the teacher to make use of whatever historical
remains may be within reach.
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CHAPTER II

GENEBAL METHODS IK THE TEACHING
OF HISTORY

There are many methods used in the teaching of history.

A brief description of the principal ones is given for refer-

ence merely, since their best features are incorporated in a

combination of methods, which is strongly recommended
to teachers, and is described fully in succeeding pages.

1. Methods lased on the arrangement and selection of
the matter: Chronological, Topical

THE CHBONOLOGICAL METHOD

The matter is chosen according to the "time" order,

beginning at the first of the history, and the events are

taught in the order of occurrence without any marked
emphasis on their importance, or without considering

whether a knowledge of the event is useful or interesting

to the class at this stage. Such an arrangement of matter
is more suitable when the formal study of history is begun.

THE TOPrCAL METHOD

In studying a certain period of history the events are

arranged under topics or heads ; for example, the period of

discovery in Canadian History may be arrarged thus—
Discoveries, Explorations, Early Settlements, Indian Wars
—and the study of each of these pursued to completion,

contemporary events belonging to other topics being neg-

lected for a time.

[HI
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Events having the same underlying purpose, though
occumng in different periods, may be arranged under one
topic for review; for example, all the voyages of discovery
to America may be grouped under the topic, " The Road
to Cathay." (See p. 92.) In this way a comprehensive
knowledge is gained. This method gives a full treatment
of each topic and may be used to best advantage in con-
nection with reviews in junior classes and occasionally as
a text-book or ^ brary exercise in senior classes.

2. Methods based on the treatment of historical facts:
Comparative, BegresSive, Concentric

THE COMPABATIVE METHOD

By this method a comparison is made between two
eventf, two biographies, two reigns, etc., a very useful
device when applied in connection with other methods.

THE BE0BES8IVE METHOD

In this method the pupil is expected to begin with the
present and work backwa/d; that is, to begin with institu-
tions as they are to-day and to work back through the
various steps in their progress to their present state. This
method may be followed most profitably in advanced
classes. In junior classes it is sufficient to refer to things
as they exist to-day in order to arouse curi sity regarding
the facts of history that are to be taught; for example, by
the use of local material; by a visit to some place of his-
torical interest to prepare for the story of what has occurred
there in the past. (See p. 112.)

THE CONCENTRIC METHOD
This method, which is much used, deals in ever widen-

ing circles with the same topic or event; for example, a
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simple storjr of Champlain's life and voyages to Canada
is told to Fonn II ; the same story is consideTed again in

Form III, but this time the different voyages are noted,
the results of each investigated, and the whole summarized
and memorized ; again, in Form IV, but this time by the
topical and comparative methods, where comparison is

made of the purposes and achievements of the explorer
with those of other explorers—Jacques Cartier, La Salle,

etc. In this third discussion a full knowledge of Cham-
plain's work is given.

The excellence of this work lies in its review and repe-

tition. The old or former knowledge is recalled and used

in each succeeding discussion of the topic. The pupils

grow gradually into fuller knowledge.

3. Methods based on class procedure : Oral, Text-book

THE ORAL METHOD

This usually takes the form of an oral presentation of

the story or description of the event by the teacher, while

the pupils listen and afterwards reproduce what they have
heard. The narration of the story is accompanied by pic-

tures, sketches, maps, etc., illustrative of persons, places,

and facts mentioned. It may also take the " development"
form, in which a combination of narrative and questioning

is employed. (See pp. 66, 92.)

The Lecture method of Colleges and Universities is an
advanced oral method. In this the teacher narrates and
describes events, propounds questions, and discusses and
answers them himself, while the pupils listen and during
the lecture, or afterwards, make notes of what has been

heard.
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THE TEXT-BOOK METHOD

and'^afW r"'"'"'-!''!*""'''"
"'''«"' <" '««'°° '" the bookand, after the pupils have an opportunity to study it heask, quesfons eoneerning the facts learned The exclusiveuse th.s njethod results ordinarily in dull, lifelc! try and w.th junior pupils will prevent their enjoying

There are two reasons for the too general use of it-

oni it'ir
'"^'»^*'>°'^ ^- the teacher, and sec

for tt ,

""'^ *? ""' P"P"^ *° "^'"''ri^e facts

e^idsmt T^V' P""°« -a-'-tions. While this

text blk Vr '" "'^'"^'^^ "^* '^ """^^ of thetext-book, the same cannot be said when the text-book isused as an auxiliary to the teacher. Following the oral pr.!

r^nnTh
''°''' "'^""''^ ""y "^ "-"Je to the iLkor another version or for a fuller account and, in FormIV, topics may be assigned and the pupils directed to

ir^MsV
'"°' '" *^ "''"^'"^ infrrmation (s2

•brJrl' t^^'^^
*°"''' ^ ""'' ^I^"* •''"=« ""t show an

should notT T *'"' '"^"^ *"'' ''y *e teacher. Itshou d not be merely a short outline of the important factsin history written separately and then pieced together in
chronological order, but should be written in a readaWeform by one who is able to distinguish the important and
necessary from the unimportant and burdensome. Itshould have short summaries at the ends of chapters or
stories of events, so that a grasp of what has been read

nZtr^ . '^- " *°''''^ "'^^ ^'"'^ """y pictures,
Illustrations, and maps, to take the place of the teacher's
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A COMBINATION OF THESE METHODS

General Description.—As each of the above methods

has its strong and its weak points, we should attempt to

combine the strong points into one method, varied to keep

pace with the mental development of the pupil, and thus

secure the best results. The general outline of such a

combination may be given as follows : The " oral story
"

is to be used in the junior classes, with " development

"

problems presented where helpful; in Form III the pupils

should \m introduced to the text-book (The History Header

for Form III), besides being taught by the oral method;

in Form IV, the oral method is still to be the chief means

used by the teacher, who will now, however, pay more

attention to the arrangement of the matter (for example,

in topical outlines), to accustom the pupils to grasp more
thoroughly the relations of cause and effect in history.

The topics of history will also be taken up more exhaust-

ively than in the junior classes, and the pupils must have

more practice in acquiring knowledge from the text-books.

DETAILS OP METHOD

FORMS I. II

In Forms I and IT, the pupils are accustomed to the

oral reproduction of stories told by the teacher. In these

s'.iould be included a good many historical stories, such as

those suggested in the Course of Study in History for these

Forms; they will serve the usual purposes of oral repro-

duction work for composition and literature, and will be,

besides, a good foundation for the study of history in the

higlier forms. (For objects of the Story stage, see p. 16.)

The oral presentation of a story or description of an

event requires a certain degree of skill on the part of a

teacher—skill in story-telling, in grasping the important
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in quc,t.on,ng ,o that the mind, of the pupi^ will S

small word8, but words whose meaning i, made clear byhe context or illustration. (For material for these Fomssee Bibiiography, C, p. 133.)
'

When the whole story is told, revision may be madeby hav,„g he pupils reproduce it after suitableM«o„ng either .mmediately or at some future time. kJZ,
class workin co.,structive or art work; for example after

be asked to construct a wigwam, a canoe, a bow and arrow

drest e"
'"*""' °' '°'""'' "' *^'^ •">--' °' '^^^

b..,^"""!!!" '-T'"'
'" ''""'position ir.y also be given byhavrng the pupils write the story. To each pupil may be ass.^ed a special part; for example, the story of Moses maybe d.v.ded thus: (1) As a babe; (8) His adoption by"hePnncess; (3) His life at the palace; (4) His Lht toM.d,an; (5) The Burning Bush, etc. The whe story is

;^d^7i::r'''^'>-^»^*'>-p"*^-^aioud"s:

FORM m
The value of the oral work done in Forms I and II will

be realized by the teacher when the real study of histlry
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is begun in Forma III and IV. The pupils have a liking

for the stories of history and have a knowledge of some
of the leading actors and of the chief events in history

that calls for more complete satisfaction.

There are several methods of using the History Reader
which is the basis of the work in Form III. rc'rliap« the
best meth" is to continue to make oral teach inj; the chief

feature, and to add to that the use by the pupils, in various

ways, of the History Header.

For example, the teacher will tell the story of Jacques

Cartier, following in the main the narrative as given in

the History Reader. It is well, however, not to follow it

too closely in order that, when the pupils come to read the

story in the book for themselves, they will find it an inter-

esting combination of the familiar and the new. For that

reason, it will be necessary for the teacher to have pre-

pared the story from a somewhat different narrative in

some other book at her command. In the telling of the

story, problems may be asked, if thought advisable (see

J). 33) ; a few headings may be placed on the black-board

for subsequent reproduction, oral or written, by the pupils

;

all difficulties of pronunciation, especially of proper names,
should be attended to, orally and on the black-board ; the

places mentioned should be found on the map
; pictures and

sketches should be used ; and in fact, every possible means
taken to make the narrative more real to the class.

(See p. 34.)

When the oral teaching is finished, the pupils may have
the books to read at their desks, and they often ask per-

mission to take them home. They may sometimes be re-

quired to read aloud from the History Reader for supple-

mentary practice in oral reading. Reproduction by the

pupils, either immediately or in a subsequent lesson, should

follow. Teachers, however, are advised not to insist on too

i r
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a«re .8 outlined at cL,h T*"'"""
"""P""'"""- Procc-

^«'tin.tkesJyZllt7 "" "'"''"^'" ""

n^a^trAMlnlLte'^? "^^ **• ^"« *--"-
Bo«der to pave the 2 o tt

^' T' *"°'"' ''"•" ""
the pupil, Lm,Sve: -dL 4^^^^^^^

^h" «t<"y '-y

in meaning, may be taWpn . '• ' '" '»"8"«ge or

Thepupil/;inflmfln,t.^ '";" " '"^™*"« '"^'O"-

but the interest gene ted btr:"i? T''"'""
'^"«-'*'

narrative will cfrryTeA'''' 'r":'""^'
'««''"« <>' o™'

-oquirealoveforZdWhi.f™"'' .*':''* '*"«" "» *hey

vocabulary till reaS^f n
'^' """^ ""^ ^"'"««<J their

A taste of Z ^ "^" * burdensome task.

given r;tklX"pir"T ^'"'^ '•^ '"'*'"^ -^ •-

tions that therein answl
"

"I""'
'"' ""«'=»" l^^-

tained in sevTra IweT ^^r^
"^

T'''""°^
'"^^^ --

soleeted for Form IH T,

^°' *"*"?'"' '» the chapters

found to a que^ol ;J?'r °™''''' *''« ''"''^" <=«» be

order of theirS an^"
'' "P'°"" °^ ^•""""'' the

another question at'uttt
'"""P"'""" °' '^"^ ^°'^' ^

little part of QuetTc^i!''; *T^":»
°' ^""""da from the

North America
"*"^ *° *''* '''"''<' "^ British

e^rere^air
"^-^ "----^-S:-Sr

FORM IV
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more than in arithmetic or geography. It i« soarecly a
high estimate to have of history, to think that puj.ils of
this age can grasp even the simpler lines of development
in history without guidance from the teacher. Hence it
IS necessary for the attainment of g.KKl results, that many
of the lessons should Iw taught oral!- k.fore the pupils
are asked to study their Ixwks. The aim of the tea.hing
should he not merely the acquisition of facts, but the
welding of them together in a sequence of cbuko and
effect, and the pupils at this stage can scarcely be expected
to do that for themselves.

In preparing for a lesson in Form IV history, the
teacher should analyse the incidents of the period to bo
studied, should see how certain causes have led to certain
results, and should be sure enough of the facts to have
ittle recourse to the text-book while teaching. It does not
look like fair play to expect a class to answer questions that
the teacher cannot answer without consulting the text.
On the other hand, it is refreshing to see the interest
aroused in a class by a teacher who thinks enough of the
Lubject to be able to teach it without constant reference
to the text-book. Therefore, let the oral method be hero
again the chief dependence of the teacher. In such a
lesson, for example, as that on the Intercolonial Kailway
(.''e p. 82) no book is needed—only the map and the
black-board.

TRAINING IN USE OP TEXT-BOOK

However, as the pupils must learn, for their own profit
in after years, how to read history without a guiding hand,
they need training in the use of the text-book. The chief
line on which such training may proceed is to have
the pupils search out the answers to definite questions.
Any one who has searched for material on a certain topic
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tt flr.t .hould bo quite .imolc^ l.T •
'"P"*

-ci'w"; ,'?«8">'»«"'ln. .bout, four of th. „„,„„„

with whaVri.:."'
'" "" '^•'"'' "'" •«'-« th. Iro,„o..r

ni.y precwle the letson on the "HoJ ."A'^.l""':
'"' «"• «>"•

8. On what did EnglUh kln,S Sf.! .x'.'*'*^- ^« » »2-)
orerlord. of Scotland? Tr.ct?hS «?du..^'h'

"'"" '" ^ "-e
of th* Crowni In 1603

•""""* '*'""' '<> the Union

,
8.- M.''kVr.t7of'"th?;'a^,"ire:"' •""•? "^ "• '="«>""

C«.'idS''Sd7n'?he'Thl??!:' '^', ">• CO""™' of taxation In
whr the.. w.r^;e'iri.I'dfc^;'-'«»,»;, America. Explain"

wil1^hi*''irr*i''"'
'"" ^ *'"''" ^"^ investigation, no pupil

"^ill be hkely to secure the full facts; each may state inthe next lesson what he ha, found, and theS of ea hwUl be supplemented by that of the others. With succeedmg mvesfgations it may be expected that the pupils1^^more eager to get at all the facts in the text-bL^k A „^

It^TZuT"^ '""'
'° '^*''" '"''*^-' ^-- '-'^-

Xn in th
'""7' "" ""'**" """^ «™P'« the topic is.

the Txt holt
" "'"^ "^""^ °' '""^' lessons fromthe text-book are assigned, the teacher should indicate

u Zfd sb' M ' t"''
"^^^'* '"*'"" matters for'icussion, and should note certain questions to be answered

Obtained. In the recitation period following, the topic
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!r« ""/""' ^'"^'^' *•"" P"P"' «'^'"K tho inform-
t.on they have ^ured from the tcxt-NK.k. ,,,.I the te.^
-«ppIeme,vt,nK thU from hi, Icnowle,!,. „.i„o.l thn.u^h
wjder rc«,l.nK Durm^ the di,eu«,i„„ .„ outline should
be made on the In^rd. largely hy the ,u«ge,ti„n« of the
pupiU, ami kept in their note-lnx-k, for referent and
revio*. (See p. 100, Lewon on the Feudal System.)

DRILL AND BEVIEW

i. n"^", 'J"".'^" f'"""'y
"""' (P- ")• "'o Story stage

« u eful ..h,efly f,„ the purple of arousing interLt and
de>eloi»n« the Instorioal sense; no drill or review is neces-
sary other than . oral, and, in Form 11, sometimes the
written, reproduction of the stories. The oral reproduc-
tion can ho ohtained in Form I by using the stories ^
topics in language lessons.

In the Information stage, where we are concerned
inore with the acquiring of facts, and in the Reflective
Htage, where we wish to relate facts to each other according
to cause and effect, drills and review, are necessary. Durmg the lesson, a summary is placed on the black-board
by the teacher or pupil, as indicated above. It is used asa guide ,n oral reproduction and may also be copied in
Hpecal note-books and used for reference when preparing
for review lessons. The teacher may look over these not^books occasionally.

noJir "k*^'** I"^'"""* °' °P'°'°" «" *« ^alue of

r,^ilr.. TT^ "•^^ *'''* **y ^"'^ «•« "^vantage ofl-omg largely the pupil's own work, especially when thepupils are asked to suggest the headings fthey a'rea"
point thev '""f " *^ ^'"'^ ^ •- ™P«'te"t

TeTLJ r """T"^ '" ^^' ""-^^ '° 'f-i* the sub-ject has been treated .a the lesson, and are in every way

I 'I
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superior to the small note-books in history th. i: ».io some-
times used as aids or helps. For the proper '"arl iifv of
history, the latter are hindrances rather than helps be-
cause they rob the pupil of the profit gained by doing the
work for himself. Notes obtained from books or dictated
by the teacher are harmful to the right spirit of study
and create a distaste for the subject.

Special review lessons should be taken when a series
of lessons on one topic, or on a scries of connected topics
has been finished. At the close of each lesson, the facts
learned are fixed more, firmly in the mind by the usual
drill; but there must be further organization of the several
lessons by a proper review, so that history will not be a
number of unconnected events, but will be seen as an
orderly development. This may be accomplished: (1) by
questioning the class from a point of view different from
that taken in the first lessons, (2) by oral or written expan-
sion of a topical outline, (3) by illustrations with maps
or drawings, (4) by tracing the sequence of events back-
wards, (5) by submitting some new situation that will re-
call the old knowledge in a different way. It must be
remembered that it is not a mere repetition that we seek,
but a re-view of the facts, a new view that will prove the
power of the pupils to use the knowledge they have gained.
Thus the lesson on the St. Lawrence River (p. 113) is a
good review of the facts of history suggested by the places
mentioned; the lesson on the Road to Cathay (p. 92) may
be considered a review of the chief explorers of North
America. Such a review aims at seeing new relations, at
connecting new knowledge and old, at "giving freshness
and viv;uness to knowledge that may be somewhat faded,
at throwing a number of discrete facts into a bird's-eye
view."
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THE USE OF PROBLEMS IN TEACHING HISTORY
The development, or problem, method is intended to get

the pupils to do some independent thinking, instead of

merely absorbing knowledge from the teacher. The plan

is simply to set clearly before the pupils the conditions

existing at a certain moment in the story so that they may
see for themselves the difficulties that the people in the

story had to overcome. The question for the class is:

" What would you do in the circumstances ?"

Let us take an example from the life of Ulysses.

Ulysses had heard of the Sirens, who sang so beautifully

that any one in a passing ship who heard them was impelled

to throw himself overboard, with a frantic desire to swim
to their island. Naturally the swimmers were all drowned

in the attempt. Ulysses desired to hear for himself the

wonderful singing, and to experience, perhaps, its terrible

effect; but he certainly did not want to run any risk of

drowning. Now, how did he accomplish his desire, with-

out paying the penalty?

Again, in the story of Madeleine de VerchJres, the

narrative may proceed to the point where Madeleine has

succeeded in securing the gates. She finds herself in a

weak fort with few to help her, and outside a numerous
band of Indians, who are kept at bay for a whole week,

without even attempting their usual night attacks. How
di'l she do it?

In the case of the U. E. Loyalists, the teacher may
narrate the story to the point where the Loyalists, after

the treaty was signed, saw that they must remove to Can-
ada. The class must know where the Loyalist centres in

the New England States were. Now, what routes would
they be likely to take in going to Canada ? With the map
before them, the class can usually tell the next part of the

story themselves.

i

1
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Even if the pupil is not able to give the correct answer

to the problem submitted, he is nevertheless having an

opportunity to exercise his judgment, he can see wherein

his judgment differs from that of the persons concerned,

his interest in their actions is increased, and the whole

story will be more deeply impressed on his memory.

HOW TO MAKE HISTORY REAL

The chief difficulty in teaching history is to give a

meaning to the language of history. Much of the language

is merely empty words. Tbe Magna Charta and the Clergy

Deserves mean just about as much to pupils as x does in

algebra, and even when they give a definition or descrip-

tion of these terms, it usually amounts to saying that x

equals y; the definition is just as vague as the original

terms. The problem is to give the language more mean-

ing, to ensure that the words give mental pictures and

ideas ; in short, to turn the abstract into concrete facts.

Children can make their own only such knowledge as

their experience helps them to interpret. Their interests

are in the present, and the past appeals to them just so

far as they can see in it their own activities, thoughts, and

feelings. The great aim of the teacher, then, should be

to help pupils to translate the facts of history into terms

of their own experiences ; unless that is done, they are really

not learning anything. Some of the ways in which this

may be attempted are outlined below.

1. In the junior classes where the children are in-

tensely interested in stories, the stress should be put on
giving them interesting personal details about the famous

people in history, details that they can understand with

their limited experiences of life, and that will appeal to

their emotions. These stories should be told to the pupils
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with such vividness and animation that they will struggle

with Columbus against a mutinous crew, will help the

early explorers to blaze their way through the dense forests,

will toil with the pioneers in making homes for themselves

in Canada, and will suffer with the missionaries in their

hardship" and perils.

For these pupils the oral method is the only one to use,

for there is nothing that appeals to children more quickly

and with more reality than what they hear from the

teacher. The oral method should find a large place in the

teaching of history in all the Forms. It may be added

that the teachers who use this method will find history

become a more real and interesting study to themselves.

2. What the pupils hear should be reinforced by giving

them something to see. Whatever pictures are obtainable

(see pp. 45, 127) should be used freely at all stages, for the

visual images of children are a powerful aid to their under-

standing; it is for this reason that books for children are

now so fully illustrated, and the same principle should be

applied to the teaching of history.

As soon as the children are ready for it, reference should

be made to maps to illustrate historical facts. (See p. 127.)

They should see on the map the course that Columbus

took across the unknown sea; Champlain's explorations

become real when they are traced on the map and the

children have a concrete picture to carry away with them.

In fact the subjects of geography, art, and constructive

work, treated under the head of correlated subjects, are

used in history with the aim of making it real through

the eye. (See pp. 40, 44, 45.)

3. A greater difficulty presents itself when we have

to deal, in the higher Forms, with topics like the Magna

Charta and the Clergy Reserves, and it is a diflBculty that
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will test to tlie full the resourcefulness of the teacher. How
can the preceding conditions and the terms of the Magna
Charta be brought home to a class? How can children be
brought to appreciate the difficulties connected with the
question of Clergy Reserves? A few wordt, about the
latter may suggest a means.

Two aspects of the Clergy Beserves question stand out
prominently, the religious and the economic. The religious
aspect will be the most difficult for Ontario children, for
they have i;o immediate knowledge of what a State Church
is—the point on which the religious dispute turned; nor
do they know enough about the government of the religious
bodies to which they belong to make the matter clear to
them. A full understanding must come later. The best
point of approach seems to be to give the class some idea
of the number of settlers belonging to the churches of
England and of Scotland, which claimed the right to the
lands reserved, and compare with this the number of all

other Pvotestant Indies that claimed to share in them;
for this difference in numbers was one of the chief causes
of bitterness. An arithmetical appeal is concrete. There
was also the economic aspect. The Clergy Reserves were
one seventh of the land in ecch township. Another seventh
was withheld from free settlement as Crown Lands. Now
in some townships there were about 50,000 acres. Let the
class And out how many acres were thus kept from settle-

ment. Tell them that this land was not all in one block,

but distributed through the townsliip. They can now be
asked to consider how this would interfere with close settle-

ment and therefore with the establishment of schools,

churches, post-officos, mills, and stares. A diagram of a
township would be of great help. These two points will
help them to see why an early and fair settlement of the
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vexed question was desired. Wherever possilile, present

problems for them to solve by tlicir own experiences.

4. The reading to the class of accounts of events written

by people living at the time will give an atmosphere of

reality and human interest to the events. For example,

a story of early pioneer days told by a pioneer gives a per-

sonal element (see Pioneer Days, Kennedy) ; a letter by

Mary Queen of Scots, to Elizabeth (see p. 143), will make

both of these queens real living people, not mere names

in history. (See Studies in the Teaching of History. Keat-

inge, p. 97, also selections from The Sources of English

History, Colby, p. 163.) Xot much of this may be pos-

sible, but more use might easily be made of such materials,

especially with the early history of Ontario.

5. The use of local history and of current events will

be treated elsewhere. (See pp. 49, 51.)

6. When possible, let the pupils form their idea of an

historical person from his actions and words just as we

form our estimate of each other, instead of having them

memorize mere summaries of his character before they

know his actions.

7. Genealogical and chronological tables, written on

the black-board and discussed with the class, will be of

service in understanding certain periods, such as the Wars

of the Roses, and in helping to form the time-sense of

pupils. (See Chronological Chart, p. 128.)

8. Chief dependence must be placed, however, on in-

creasing the pupil's knowledge of present-day conditions

in agriculture, commerce, transportation, manufactures,

in fact, in all social, economic, and political conditions, in

order to enable him by comparison to realise earlier

methods and ways of living. The pupil who understands
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best how we do things to-day can understand best the state
of affairs when people had to depend on primitive methods,
and can realize how they would strive to make things
better.

ON MEMORIZINO HISTORY

History is usually called a "memory" subject, and is

accordingly often taught as a mere memorizing of facts,

names, and dates. The following statement of the chief prin-

ciples of memorizing will, it is hoped, put mere verbal repe-

tition in its proper place. Interest is the chief condition for
teaching history in the p^jblic schools, in order that the
pupils may acquire a liking for the subject that will tempt
them to pursue their reading in after years; without that
interest, the small amount of historical fact they can
accumulate in their school-days will be of little real value
to them when they become full-fledged citizens. In fact,

through this emphasis on interest instead of verbal repe-
tition, the pupils are likely to obtain a better knowledge
of history and, at the same time, will have a chance to
develop, in no slight degree, their powers of judgment

1. Memory depends on attention ; we must observe atten-
tively what we wish to remember. In history, attention
may be secured by making the lessons interesting through
the skill of the teacher in presenting the matter vividly to
the pupils; also by using means to make history real
instead of having it a mere mass of meaningless words.
(Seep. 34.)

2. Facts that we wish to remember should be grouped,
or studied in relation to other facts with which they are
vitally connected. The facts of history should be pre-
sented to the class in their relation of cause and effect, or
associated with some larger centre of interest; in other
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words, pupils must understand, in some deprcc, what they

arc asked to remembei*. (Sec pp. 92, 97.)

3. If wc increase the number of connections for facts,

we arc more likely to rememl)er them. It is largely for

this reason that history should be taught with correlated

subjects, such as geography, literature, science (inven-

tions), etc. For example, the story of the Spanish Armada
is remembered better if we have read Westward Ho! and

the story of the Renaissance is made clearer and is there-

fore remembered better, if we connect with it the inventions

of printing, gunpowder, and the mariner's compass. (See

p. 181.)

4. Bepetition is necessary to memory. Facts or groups

of facts must be repeated to be remembered. This is the

purpose of the drills which are necessary to good teaching,

but are only a part of it. Reviews are not to be considered

merely as repetitions, but should be treated more as aids

to better understanding. (See p. 31.)

liil



CHAPTER III

CORRELATION OF SUBJECTS

HISTORY AND OEOQRAPHY

TitKSE subjcpts are very intimately related, and each
Bhould he used in teaching the other. Geography, which is

often called one of the " eyes of history," may be used in

the teaching of this subject in two ways. In the first

place, an account of an historical event lacks, to a certain

degree, reality in the minds of the pupils if they do not
know something of the place where it occurred. Accord-

ingly, in studying or teaching history, reference should be

constantly made to the map to give a local setting to the

story. The voyage of Columbus, the operations of Wolfe,

the coming of the Loyalists, are made more real if they

ire traced out on the map. and are therefore better under-

stood and remembered by the pupils. For this purpose,

it is better, in most cases, to use an outline map, which
may be sketched on the black-board by the teacher or the

pupils, because on the ordinary wall maps there are so

many names and so much detail that the attention may be

distracted. Many of the details on the map are, moreover,
more modern than the events that are to be illustrated, so

that wrong impressions may be given.

In the second place, it must he kept constantly in mind
that many events in history have been influenced by the

physical features of a country. For example: the lack of

a natural boundary between France and Germany has led
to many disputes between these countries; the fact of

Great Britain being an island accounts for many things
in her history (see p. 108) ; the physical features of Quebec

[40]
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and Gibraltar explain the importance of these places ; and

the waterways of Canada account for the progress of early

settlement. The climate and soil of a country affect its

history; treaties are often based on physical conditions,

and trade routes determined by them; a nation's com-

merce and wealth depend largely on the character of its

natural resources.

Some easy problems may be given to tlie seiiior classes

to be answered by reference to physical conditions

:

Why are London, New York, Chicago, Montreal, and Hall-

fax, such Important centres? Why are certain places fitted

for certain manufactures? Will Winnipeg become a more

Important city than Montreal? Will Vancouver outstrip San

Francisco? What Is a possible future for the Western Prov-

inces of Alberta and Saskatchewan? What might have been

the state of North America to-day, if the Rocky Mountains

had run along the East coast. Instead of along the West?

On the other hand, history contributes a human interest

to geography ; the places of greatest interest are often those

associated with great events in history—Athens, Mount

Sinai, Waterloo, Queenston Heights. 'i

HISTOBY AND LITERATURE

Literature gives life and human interest to both his-

tory and geography. By means of literature we are able

to get a better notion of the ideals and motives of a people

than the mere recital of the facts of their history can give.

In this connection we naturally think of Homer's Iliad

and its influence on the Greeks. It was their storehouse

of history, morals, religion, aesthetics, and lules for the

practical guidance of life, as well as their literary master-

piece.

It is often easy to interest pupils in a period of history

by reading or quoting to them some ballad, poem, or prose
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narrafve that colonn. the hUtorical fact, with the clementof human fcehng. Macaulay'g Horatiu. Rive* a .Iccper

vmdiy shown by W. Steamg Davi, in Ood mi. It, a storyof the flr,t Crusade. In fact, if stirring events can^

ries andV
"'"') '"'"'' '""^ '«"'"« --' « ^"^-^gles and progress of nations can be presented in a vigorous

o7r;7me ; "T '""^ *-«''*«''->-^. and .Xsts
that T' I ".

*" "PP'"' *° *•"= '"*''«'»* of th« pupil

nov ?s Ci '""''"^ "' '*«"'^"'J Wstorical tales and

TnTw, f'^.''%''™/°°'?'^h»t exaggerated in sentimentand inaccurate m facts. Even if this be so, it may be said

LriS r. Z """""' " ^"^ P'«*"- "' the period

ir.^ '*",*,*'"' '"'*^''^* '° history aroused by such
teles begets a hking for histoiy itself, and that such exag-

pupil begms to read history.

b.l,^^ "T! °^ ''''*°^ has been modified by songs

anJ Lis
;*"""• '''^ '"'"^"^ °" the national Tpirit'and.deals of eongs such as Rule BHtannia e^niTheMarsem^se. of stories such as VncU Tom's Cabin tf

^:^:J2>.'^
^°'^ ^' ^^"-^^ -^ 0' Charles Sd'e "I

A few poems and prose compositions are given here as

Guirfe <o English History. Ginn & Co., 30c.

w/r'^V .^r^'""- ^""T^""' ««'^««<'»«', Kipling-mnhurgk After Flodden, Aytoun; Fands All LndT nnyson; C^ZtmJu., j„,q„i„ filler; Ha<eH„<,, Byr^nne Armada. Macaulay; TAe fie„e„je, Tennyson- TA*Charse of the Light Brigade, lexmy^u
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Prose: "United Empire Loyalist!," Roberts' tlUlory
of Canada. Chap. XV; " Departure and Death of Nel8i)ii,"

Southey; Montcalm and Wolfe, Parkman; "The Oii-
sader and the Saracen" in Scott's The TalUman; "The
Heroine of Castle Dangerous," in >Sloriea of New France,
Machar and Marquis ;

" Adam Daulac," in Martyrs of New
France, Herrington.

niSTOHy AND SCIENCE

The connection between history and science is very
close, because it was only after the invention of writing
that liistory, the record of human progress, Iwcamc pos-
sible. Further, the remarkable way in which the chief
stages in the development of civilization coincide with
certain inventions and discoveries makes the study of his-
toiy very incomplete without a knowledge of the inventions
and discoveries, inasmuch as these opened a road for
human development. (See p. 119.)

To make this evident, it is enough merr ly to mention
a few comparatively recent inventions, such as the mariner's
compass, the printing-press, gunpowder, the steam-engine,
the power-loom, the cotton-gin, and the telegraph.

To the introduction of the mariner's compass in the
fourteenth century, by which sailors were made indepen-
dent of landmarks and the stars, and could therefore go
more boldly into the open sea, we owe the explorations of
the fifteenth century that culminated in the discovery of
America, and the way to India by the Cape of Good Hope.
The introduction of gunpowder in the fourteenth century
gave the lower and middle classes a weapon that made
them equal in power with the nobles and brought about
the downfall of the feudal system and the rise of modem
democracies. The printing-press gave to the world the

I
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karninjr of the part and revolutionised «>ci8l condition..The .nvention cx high explosive. ha« made ,x,«,ible many
of the great engineering work, of to-day. The invention,
that have made transportation and communication »o ea«y
and rap>d have already done a great deal to bring nation.
to a better understanding of each other and thu» to pro-
mote the peac* of the world. Di.coverie. in medi'ino
alone have had an mcalculable influence on the health and
prospenty of «K;iety. In fact, the study of history and an
understanding of modem social and industrial conditions
are impossible without a knowledge of scicntWc inventions
and discoveries. (See pp. 87, 92.)

Children naturally take' an interest in what individuals
have done, and it i. easy to interest them in the work ofmen such a. Watt, Stephenson, Whitney, Fulton. Morse,
Edison. Marconi, and their fellows. The biographies offamous inventors should therefore be given, lx,th as a

aXvelrs'"'
'"'' ''' -' - - ^-^^-"- ^ ''^«

HISTOBY AND CONSTRUCTIVE WOBK

Constructive work may be used to advantage in his-
tory and civics. It gives concrete expression to some facts
of history through the construction by the pupils of objects
mentioned therein. In studying Indian life, the class maymake in paper, wood, etc., wigwams, bows and arrows,
stockades, etc.; m connection with pioneer life, they may
make some of the buildings and implemente used by the
pioneers,-Iog houses, spinning-wheels, hominy blocks. Red
Hiver carts etc

; in studying campaigns, they may make

r.Hi V?/ '""! °' "'"y- °' "" ^^' '""-i t«"e, of forts,
battle-fields eta, for example-the Plains of Abraham
Queenston Heights, Chateauguay, Plymouth Harbour; the
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tTnion Jack may bo cut out and coloured. (Sec p 68 )
In thi> way the activitie. of the child may Iw made of
practiral use.

On the indu.trial and social aide of history, wlnVh is
UcinR more and more emphasized, it is of great value to
the child to lH!come acquainted, even though on a small
scale and through the simplest implements and machines,
with the construction of machinery and modes of manu-
racture. For a lessen on the Industrial Revolution in Eng-
land, for example, it will give pupils a Inittcr understand-
ing of the changes, if they know something, through their
own activities, of the way of making cloth.

For suggestions on constructive work, sec the Manual
on Manual Training:

P. 88
:
Suggestions for the various seasons and days.

P. 8f«
:
On the use of the sand tahle.

P. 55: On collecting and preserving pictures.
P. 58

:
On relief maps and geographical formations.

mSTORT AND ART

Art assists history in two ways. First, pictures may
be used to illustrate events in history and make them real.
It IS often difficult for children to form a definite mental
image of historical scenes merely from the words of the
teacher or of the te.vt-book. because their experiences are
limited and the power to combine these properly is lack-
ing. This is recognized now in the many text-books which
are freely illustrated. Pictures of persons famous in his-
tory are also of value, in that they make these persons more
real to the pupils. Materials for class use may be collected
by the teacher and pupils.-engravings, prints, cuts from
newspapers and magazines of famous people, buildings,
cities, monuments, events; for example, the Landing of

H
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Colnmbug, the Coming of the Loyalists, the Fathers of
Confederation, the Landing of the Pilgrim Fathers, an
Old-Time Trading Post, the Death of Brock. A good idea
is to have a class scrap-book, to be filled with suitable con-
tributions from the class. The teacher will find a private
scrap-book exceedingly useful. Many fine pictures are
given in The Highroads of History, and The Story of the
Bnttsh People for Form III. It may be added that these
pictures should be supplemented freely by descriptions and
narratives given by the teacher. (See Vimal Aids in the
Teaching of History.)

Second, the pupils may \e asked to illustrate, by draw-
ings and sketch maps, historic places, routes of armies and
of explorers, the journeys of settlers, etc.

HISTOHY AND COMPOSITION

History, no less than other subjects of study, needs to
be expressed by the pupils, if it is to make them more
efficient. Some of the usual modes of expression are given
above in connection with constructive work and art. The
chief mode of expression, however, for history is through
composition, both oral and written.

In the Junior Forms the stories should be reproduced
orally (see Details of Method for Forms I and II, p. 86),
either by pure narration or by dramatization ; the pupils re-
late in their own language what they have learned, or are
allowed to dramatize the story. In the dramatization, the
pupils should be given a good deal of freedom in construct-
ing the conversation, once they get to know what is wanted,
the only restriction being that no pupil shall be allowed to
take part who does not know the story thoroughly. Inci-
dents such as Harold taking the oath to help William of
Normandy gain the crown of England, Joseph being sold
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»to Egypt, the Greeks using the wooden horse to capture
iroy, are very easily dramatized.

uJ° *t^r'°'
1°""' *'•' black-teard outline may beu ed as the bas.s of written or oral reproduction. The

in "/r""^""""
'"'" '^^^ ^ 1««« objectionable by

duce the history as material valuable and interesting in
iteeU, not merely as a means of showing their skill in
expression. Moreover, in the study of history, the pupil
hears or reads the compositions of others, and unconsci-
ously gams, by these examples, much in vocabulary and inpower of expression. In fact, much of the culture value
of history depends on the training it affords in composition,
and, by intimately connecting these two subjects, a double
advantage is gained-the ability to comprehend historical
material, and practice in effective expression.

•HISTOBY iND CHHONOLOQY OB THE USE OP DATES
Geography is one of "the eyes of history"; chron-

ology, or the arranging of events according to their
dates, IS the other. This suggests that dates are to beu^d merely as a help in "seeing" events in history in
tteir proper order, so that their relations to other eveni»may be better understood. When these relations are
seen, the dates lose much of their value

iref'i.r'^il'u'''
"' '°"'''^" *••« *°»°'^°« dates:

1763, 1774, 1775, 1783, 1791. The short intervalb^w.n 1763 when Great Britain finally assumed ^
2 IL ,

^^*'''*^ "^ ^^^^' ^hen the QuebecAct was passed, helps to make clear the reason for the

IZ^TT Tf""^ "^ """"y «>°™«"ons. They out-Z dli*
^°''"' ^ ""* *"* *••«- -»-»--

Crown in face of the efforts made by the discontented
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New England colonies to get their support in the coming
revolution against Great Britain. The success of the
Act was shown in 1775, when the invasion by the revolu-
tionists failed. The war of the Hevolution was ended by
treaty m 1783, and Canada received as settlers, principallym Upper Canada, the United Empire Loyalists, whose
Ideas of government were so different from those of the
Lower Canadians that the separation of Upper and Lower
Canada by the Constitutional Act of 1791 became neces-
sary. These dates, so close together, emphasize the rapidity
with which events moved in that period, as well as the
sequence of cause and effecf. We think also of the dates
of Cartier's voyages, 1534, 1535, and 1541, merely to raise
the question as to why so much time elapsed between the
second and third voyages. When these points are properly
seen, the events are kept in place by their relation of cause
and effect, and the dates lose their value. Moreover the
relations thus discovered will do most toward fixing these
dates m the memory. It should be understood, therefore,
that dates are only a means to an end, not an end in
themselves.

It is important also to know the dates of certain events
when we are studying the history of several countries, in
order that we may consider together those events that are
contemporary.

There are, of course, some dates that should be remem-
bered because of the importance of the events connected
with them, for example: 1066, 1815, 1492, 1603, 1688.
1759,1776,1789,1841,1867.

In the Junior Forms, because the pupils are still lackingm the "historical sense," little emphasis need be put on
the giving of dates. A tew of the most important may be
given m Form II, but it is very questionable if they have
any significance to the pupils at this early stage.



CHAPTER IV

SPECIAL TOPICS

CURRENT EVENTS
The stady of history should not end with what is contained
in text-books, for the making of history never ceases. The
study of current events will be found to be a very valuable
element in history teaching. Teachers and pupils who
are interested in the events of to-day are much more likely
to be interested in the events of the past. A knowledge of
current evente will arouse curiosity in what led up to them
will suggest a motive for studying the past, and will often
supply concrete examples for both history and civics In
fact, the teaching of civics may be based almost entirely on
current events. (SeeCivics.p. 68etscq.) The influence of a
knowledge of current events on the study of histoiy is
very plainly seen to-day in the earnest and widespread
effort to discover the causes of the war that is devastating
Europe at the present time. History becomes real when
pupils understand that what is happening now has its roots
in the past and at the same time, is history in the making.
For examp e, the present war will certainly intensify our
interest in the great movement to prevent war by means of
world-wide arbitration of disputes between nations, or byany other means. The value of this phase of history teach-ing depends very largely on the interest taken in it by the
teacher and on the work that the pupils can be induced
to do for themselves. The teacher talks to the pupih,
about some important current event in an interesting way.Then the pupils are encouraged to add to what he has
said by relating what they have heard, or have read in the

t49]
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newspapers. After a few lessons the chief difficulty is tomake a suitable selection of topics to be discussed in class.
Those of national importance, if within the scope of the
Form work, will have prominence, and the pupils will be
given hints as to articles about these topics in papers,
magazines, and books. It is obvious that topics likely to
arouse religious, political, or other party feeling, should
be avoided. For actual sohool-room practice the following
scheme has been used successfully in Form III

:

CUBHENT EVENTS (10 MlNni'ES DAILY)

TTie teacher has suggeste'd the kinds of events that are
worthy of discussion, and the pupils come to class prepared
to tell what they have read in the papers about some of
these. The teacher aids them to give fit expression to
their information, and the pupil who has been chosen as
editor writes a s immary of the lesson on the black-board
and later, on a sheet of paper.

Ordinarily, the editors should be chosen from those who
write and t^.^U well.

Where tl.e subject-matter lends itself to such treatment
these summaries may be placed in two columns-one, theMs- News Column; the other, the Boys' News Column
The summaries on the sheets of paper may be arranged in
order for a week or a month and be known as The School
Semew. Such a lesson includes history, and oral and
written composition.

The following items of news were those discussed in aForm III room at the end of the week, when some time is
taken to talk over the events of tht week:

Feb. Eth, 191E
Rescue of the erew of the Japanese cruiser Asama.
Kescue work la the earthquake In Italy.
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WlreUM message fnistr^tes a Oerman plot to blow up a French
steamer.

Fire In e Now York factory—rescue of the Inmates
Inhuman treatment of Belgian women and children.
British olllcer praises the enemy.
The Austrlaiis are defeated by the Montenegrins.
Canadians wounded In France.
Importance of discipline and accurate shooting for Canadian

troops.

Germany proclaims a war zone around Britain.
Two New York boy heroes of a fire.

Tsar honours a girl wounded while carrying ammunition to
the troops.

Opening of the war session of the Canadian Parliament.

These items are sifted from a great many suggested by
the pupils. In the gifting process, a very useful discussion
is had as to what constitutes real " news," and what is mere
"gossip "; that is, what is of value as news to the world at
large, and what is of purely local, personal interest.

In civics, current topics may be made very usefnl.
Items of municipal, provincial, or federal affairs furnish a
concrete basis for the study of our system of government,
and may also suggest moral examples.

LOCAL MATERIAL

One of the chief uses of local history in the class-room
IS to make the study of general history more vivid and
interesting (1) by making more real those facts of history
associated with the locality in which we live, and (3) by
providing suitable illustrations, from the pupil's own
experience, of facts in general history. When a pupil
has seen the place where an event of history has happened,
he has an interest in that event that he could scarcely gain
in any other way, and the history of that period may then
be taught with more interest and profit to Tiim. a' pupil
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finds also in local history certain facts that he must under-

th.!°"'l ''"*t
"^ °"*'"'' "« ">"* ''Ae' in material

the TaiM ^^^z^x^'^:^zj;:z::t

"1^
to fhe ^ ".

"'"''""7 *° ''""""^ »"«h local^.story to the outstanding events of war or the larger

ZZrS ;.
"^" PT""- '" "^'^ '-"% there-remains of the earlier Indian inhabitants, in the form ofmounds sites of villages, relii of war and the chase Z^.

settlers, in the form of roads and old log houses; relics

door im^[
'"
r?"°^ "' '""''"^«' '^--••oW -d ou -door implements, ete., that will serve as a basis for com-parison with present-day conditions, and make real to the

3 OnTrio "" °' *^ '"''"' '"'"''^'^'^^ -^ -«'-

CIVICS

The teaching of civics has a threefold aim-

(DeUtivS'*""' "^ *' ""'"••"'"
"' ^°™"--t-

a, to J" 'l'*T'*
^*'?' ''"*°'y °* °''*'°°«' institutions soas to show the line of development, and also to impress the

fact that existing institutions are capable of development
are not fixed. (Historical)

3. " To show the cost of each institution in the effortsand sacrifices of past generations and to quicken and makepermanent the children's interest in public life and their

EttTcal)
'''P*""''^'"^ *° *••«" ''"o^'-" (Patriotic and

m
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Two pointe stand out clearly-to teach the machineryof governn,ent and to inetil ideals of public conduct. Of

TZ^TTi"'y ^" *•>« ""'^ '"I-'t-t «"d the mored^eult to teach directly. The best way to attempt Tt 3by means of biography and personal references. 'Uere

manvtS . r
'""/"^ *' '^'*^<'"' "^ *« individual

Se Br rr''"*"''
'"'"' "^ «'^ ^°''" Macdonald

Sir Oliv T' '^^''"^" ^^''^^^^i^' Egerton Bycrson

.Z^ Z °'"'*' '"^ ^'^ J""*' Pitney; women

Sr !?"'! Nightingale and Elizabeth F y, LauraSecord and Sarah Maxwell. Besides these eminent exam!

n2wZ' '7^ """"^ ^'^^^^ ""^^ »'"J ^<»»» who give

colluX"' ^°"^ "' *™^ *°^ *^ ^°°^ "^'•^

There should also be impressed on the minds of theS ;
''"';"' *''''*^ responsibility for an honest and

faithful use of the ballot, a right won for them by the long

fororrrf
°^ "' *"'• '°"*''*'^«^'' -d the'necessit?for punty of government in our democratic form of admin-

1 sTnr^f 1° r'
'"'' " "^ ''"' ^"^ "« -^-« t° -"te

of then. "Jl"^'
'^'P*"* '"'• *''^ "ghts of others, andof the necessity for submission to lawful authori y by

St metir^' " ''"' "- ^ ^°*' ''°°--"y -^ •'y

Some of the lessons that may be taught to children
<Jurmg their school life are as follows •

1. fiespect for the rights of others. Pupils may be

Sltl^stly"'""' °" ''"' ^"^ """*^ •'*^^"-
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8. neapect for the property of others. This may bo
secured best by teaching them to take good care of their
own property first, for unless a child cares rightly for his
own, he is not likely to take much thought for the things
of others.

3. Respect for public property. This is something that
needs attention badly. It is a very common thing to find
people destroying trees, flowers, etc., in public places,
throwing refuse on the street, and otherwise disfiguring
their surroundings. A beginning of better habits may be
made by getting the pupils to aid in beautifying and deco-
rating the school building by means of pictures, either
prints or their own work, by flowers in pots, by keeping the
floor and walls clean and free from marks and litter; alsom making the grounds around the school more attractive
by means of flowers and shrubs. Arbor Day may be made
of great use in this respect, if the spirit of that Day can be
carried through the whole year. A pride in the attractive-
ness of the school will have its influence on the pupils in
the wider life of the community.

A knowledge of the machinery of government may be
based on the pupils' knowledge of the organization of the
school. The appointment, power, and duties of the teacher
are the starting-point. The next step will be to investigate
the composition of the board of school trustees. This may
be done at the time of an election for school trustees. The
following questions may serve as an outUne of study for
all the political bodies by which we are governed:

1. Who oompoie the board of trusteesT (In the imaller
local bodies, the names of the members may be mentioned, aa
giving a personal Interest In the matter.)

2. How and by whom are they sleeted?
S. For what period are they elected?
4. How Is the board organized for the eonduet of bosInesBf
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6. What powen do they pouen?
e. What dutlei have they to fulflir

I' Hoi llMJ^L'^J.'*
'"* "'"'•'' "«'""' '" their workT

8. How la the board rendered contlnuouaT (By .l,«i„, .

in office tin their sueeeuon are elected.)

e.ai" Z'''^^,^^"'
"-"y ^ taken up .imilarly. forexample: Municipal CounciU (township, county, village,

town, or city councl), Provincial Legislature, Dominion or
Federal Parliament, Imperial Parliament. A suitable time
to bring up the topic of how elections are conducted would
be when an election for any of the above bodies is in pro-
gress. Information on this topic may be found in Cana-
d«.n Cmc. by Jenkins; a fuller account is given in
Jiourinot s Hoic Canada is Governed.

Lessons concerning special bodies of municipal and
evil servants may be taken; for example, the assessor, tax-
collector, policeman, postal employees, firemen, etc. In
connection with all of these, the question of taxation is con-
stantly arising. It is suggested that something should bedone to put the pupils in the right attitude toward this
subject Many people have an idea that when they pay
taxes they are being robbed, because they do not stop to
ttunk of what they are getting in return for their money.The chief reason for this seems to be that the taxes are
usually paid once or twice a year, while the services rendered
are crntinuous. A good way to proceed is to have the class
calculate the value of the services given in return for the
taxcs^ For example, suppose it is found that the yearly
cost for each pupil in a certain section is $25.00. Divide

durinJtt
"™'^';',,^''y' (200) a pupil attends school

during the year, and the cost each day for each pupil isshown to be only I2y, cents, not a very large sum for acommunity to pay for a child's education
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Other calculation* may be made to ghow the Hviftg
to farmers by spending pioney in the construction of
good roads to make teaming more profitable. For
exampe: In a strip of country served by a road ten
miles long, there is room for eighty farms of one hun-
dred acres each, all the produce of which would be hauled
on that road. I^t us suppose that this produce would
amount to 3,0()0 loads, such as could be hauled on an ordin-
ary couutry road. The average haul being five miles, two
trips a day could be made. At $5.00 a day, the cost of
haulage would be $7,600.

Suppose this road to be converted into a good stone
road at a cost of $3,000 a mile, a total cost of $30,000. On
this road, with the larger and heavier wagons that could
now be used, the farmers could easily double the size of
the load. This would mean that, instead of 3,000 loads
bemg necessary, 1,500 would be sufficient. At the same
rate as before, the cost of haulage would be $3,760, an
annual saving of $3,760; so that the whole cost of the road
would be saved in eight years, to say nothing of the greater
ease and comfort of travel to both man and beast. Better
roads would also give the farmer access to market for a
greater part of the year and thus enable him to take
advantage of higher prices at certain seasons. It is
believed that these figures are quite within the bounds of
probability.

In large towns and cities the cost of public utilitie'; may
be calculated; for example, the expense of a fire-station in
buildings, equipment, horses, men, etc., to show how the
money raised by taxes is spent for the good of the whole
community, and helps to keep down the rates for fire insur-
ance. The kinds of taxation may also be discussed-
direct and indirect; also the sources from which direct
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.^17Jr':'^~r"*°'"''
*"""*• "''' ""thods of levy-ing and collecting taxe«; how taxes are «pcnt for the .rio«. educational and charitable instUutonJ-tVo^

'

libranes hospitals. a,ylum,. home» for the ,««,' «ndneglected etc.; for the protection of life and p o,^ ••
f

'

the admm.stration of justice, etc. The distrilmtio^ .f t'a eamong pubhc .nstitution, may te studied from the pubUcaccounts printed for the use of ratepayers.
^

drugged against unjust and arbitrary taxation L

Evolutions TJJ'^'';''r"*™'7.
the American and French

cZtoT^'A^ :'* P«'''*">«"t in Canada from theQuebec Act to the Act of Confederation.

t«.ttT "' P™"'""'"' "'action offers a good oppor-tunity for a esson on how to vote and how we came tohave the nght to vote; on the constitution of Parliamenton the sanctity of the ballot, etc.

aniament,

intplt!^''
^'

f'^ '°. '•''"'' *''' P~P'« °' the district are

onhe Sy *"
""' "• '"*^'"^"=^ *^^ '•'^'-y -d PUT-e

THE TEACHER OP HISTORY
The teacher of history must know his subject. Thisdoes not .aean that every school teacher must have an

know the history that is to be taught thoroughly enough to

stntlv t .. "f !k'
'*"°° "™"y without refLngtn

de?to . ^'f
""""'^ "' *" '""^- 'This, at least, is the

ear^Lt
' "': ? '"^'"P"* *his, the teacher is

tTon to\ T'"''f *° ''"^ ** '"*»* »"« hook in addi-tion to the anthon^d text-book, which does not usually
contain much more than the important facts of histo^f
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To clothe the ikeleton of facta with fle«h and blood m a«
to make hi.tory what it really i., a record of human InsinK.
who not only did thinK» but had aliio thoughta and feclingi
like our own, it ia necewary to bo ablo to supply the penwnal
detail, that make the flpirca of hi.tory real, living, men and
women. (See the Story of Florence Nightingale, p. 68.)
The teacher who doc. this will himself come to have a
more lively interest in hi.tory.

The teacher mu.t alw> know children. For the under-
rtand.ng of history, pupils are dependent on their previous
knowledge of life and its interests. They must bo Jed by
timely suggestions or questions to see the connection l»-
tween their own knowledge of life and the experiences of
the actors in history. Without this connection, the facta of
nutory remain meaningless.

To present history to the pupils in an interesting way,
the oral method is the best. It is not necessary for the
teacher to have a special gift for narration; any one who
1. really interested in the story to be told is able to tell it
well enough to hold the attention of the class. In narra-
tion, mere fluency is not the chief requisite; it is more im-
portant that the pupils should feel the teacher's interest in
the topic. The narration must also be confined to the facts
•nd details that count; the teacher needs to know what to
omit as well as what to narrate. If the matter has been
well thought out and clearly arranged in topics with due
regard to the relation of cause and effect, the telling of the
story will be an easier matter, and the pupils will be trained
also in a clear and logical way of treating history. The
oral method should be supported by the free use of devices
for making the story real. (See p. 34.) While it is quite
true that certain important topics are to be thoroughly
mastered as centres of connection for the less important

ffi
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CHAPTER V

ILLUSTRATIVE LESSONS
The following lessons are to be considered ss suggestive
rather than directive, as illustrating how the principles of
teaching may be applied in a particular subject. Definite
knowledge of child-nature and of children's experiences,
of the materials to be used, and of the purpose u) be accom-
plished in teaching a subject, determines, in the main, the
choice of method. This statement is espe- ,illy true of
history, for, unless it is steadily borne in mind, the temp-
tation is very great to make the teaching of this subject
consist in mere memorizing of events and dates.

FORMS I AND II

TTPB LESSON IN THE "STORY STAQB"

The aim of this lesson is to give the pupils the story
of • Moses and the Burning Bush," and at the same time
to arouse an interest in stories.

As a preparation for the lesson, the teacher should
secure pictures, or make sketches, illustrating (1) Moses
tending his flocks, (8) the Burning Bush, (3) the rod
turning to a serpent, (4) Moses setting out to do God's
will. The pictures and sketches are used to make real the
verbal story.

A few questions recalling the earlier events in Moses'
life should be answered by the pupils, for example: Moses-
as a baby in the bulrushes, his adoption by the Princess,
his life m the palace, his killing of the Egyptian, the cause
of his flight into Midian.

[60]
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«bly resnlt in T}^ ,
,P"^ "« >* " narrated will prob-

the'rafx'i"h:^t:*%r * """^ -^ "*«™'* -

the MaS^ J
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Presentation : The teacher tells the story of the emigra-

tion of the Pilgrim Fathers, and shows the pictures that

illustrate the different parts of the story. The voyage is

traced on the map and the landing-place In America

marked.

This should be followed by a spirited reading of Mrs.

Hemans' The landing of the Pilgrim Fathers, and the

telling of The First Thanksgiving. (See Appendix.)

A simple version of this story may be given to pupils

in Form I, accompanied by such construction work, in

paper cutting and colouring, and in modelling, as they

can do.

FORM n

i

FLORENCB NIOHTINQALB

In the war that England and France were carrying on

against Bu-sia in the Crimea about fifty years ago, the

English soldiers suffered terrible hardships, so terrible that

more than half the army were in the hospital, and many
men were dying of starvation and neglect. The people in

England knew nothing of this, because they thought that

everything the army needed had been sent to it. At last,

they found out from the letters of Dr. Bussell, the corre-

spondent of the London Times, how great were the suf-

ferings of the soldiers, and they were so shocked at this

state of things that they subscribed large sums of money,

many thousands of dollars, and sent out to the army
Florence Nightingale and thirty-four other nurses to do

what they could for the neglected soldiers. After they

came, the wounded and sick soldiers were so well cared

for that thousands of them lived to come home who would

have died if these noble women had not gone out to nurse

them.
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Do you want to know why Florence Nightingale was
the one ^rson out of all the people of England to be asked
to go? From her earliest childhood she was always doing
what she could to help those who were in trouble. The
poor and suffering appealed to her more than to most peo-
pie Wjien quite young, she went to visit the poor and sick
on hex father s estates, carrying to them some little dainties
or flowers hat they would be sure to like, and helping them
to get wen. All the animals around her home liked her,
because they knew that she would not hurt them; even
the shy squirrels would come quit* close to her and pick
up the nuts she dropped for them. An old gray pony
named Peggy, would trot up to her when she went into
tiie field to see it, and put its nose into her pocket for the
apple or other little treat that she always had for it. A
sheep dog had been -hurt by a stone thrown at it by a boy,
and «,e owner thought that its leg was broken and that hewould have to kill it. But it turned out t» be only a bad
bnuse and the dog was soon well with Florence's nursing.

When her rich parents took her to London, she preferred
visitmg the sick people in the hospitals to enjoying herself
at parties or in sight-seeing. When the family travelledm Europe, she visited the hospitals to see how the sick
were being looked after. She went to one of the best hos-
pitals in Germany to study how to nurse the sick in the
best way. When she came back to England, she did a great
dea to improve the hospitals, and for many years she
wo.ked so hard that her health began to fail.

It was because of what she had done in this way that
she was asked to go to the Crimea to take charge of the
hospitals for the English soldiers. When she came ther-
she found things in a terrible condition. The sick and
wounded men were crowded in such unhealthy rooms that
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they had very little chance to get well. She cleaned np
the buildings, gave the patients clean beds and clothes,

and saw that they had good, well-cooked food to eat. She

looked after their comfort, sat beside their beds when they

were very ill, and wrote letters for them to their families

at home. Becanse she often walked through the rooms

at night, alone, and carrying a little lamp in her hand, to

see that everything was all right, she was called " the lady

with the lamp." As she went about, speaking to some,

nodding and smiling to others, we can imagine how much
the poor soldiers thought of her.

When the war was over, the people of England were

so grateful to her that the Government gave her a very large

sum of money, ^250,000, but she gave it all to build a

school where nurses might be trained for their work.

Queen Victoria gave her a beautiful jewel to show what

she thought of the brave work that Florence Nightingale

did.

She lived for many years, doing a great deal to show

how to treat people who are ill, and how to keep people

well by securing for them " pure air, pure water, cleanli-

ness, and light." She died August 10, 1910, but the good

she did in saving the lives of so many soldiers will always

be remembered.

UETHOD

It is not intended that this story should be given to

the pupils just as it is here. This account is given to

indicate what facts may be told to pupils as young even

as those in the senior part of Form I, and how the story

may be simplified for their understanding. After the story

is told, vividly and sympathetically, the reproduction by

tiie class follows in the usual way.
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FORM II

THB POSTMASTER

AN INTHODDCTOBT LESSON IN CIVICS

aiml^t'r^"
«t"ductory lesson in civics, in which the

Zl T "''/"P''' ^""'"" ^"> the duties, q„«lifi.cations, salary, and importance of the postmaster

the post^ffi™
'
^f. "'"^u

'° ™''«'°''«<'°. ">ake a visit to

DUDirtf^
""^ ^*'""'^ '''"'* ""y ^ "^"^ therein. Apnpil s letter is prepared, and the teacher, by using an oldenvelope, shows what is done with the letter'^till it reach sthe person o whom it is addressed, tabulating these pointson the black-board: (1) Stamped; (2) Sta^p can^

tini sTp?" *5' """ ^^' (*) '^"''«" t° the railway st .

to": 7 W . ;? ''! *"••"' ('> ^'''''^ »t its deftina-

/s) 'sllld .o^t*?- *°T
-^^^ °" ^''^h it was received;

.^ntt .*' P"P"' *''''* *hey may trace, from thempre^ions stamped upon it, its "sending" and "receiv-ing offices^ Prom a consideration of these several dutiesof the postmaster the .pils may be led to ^ that heahcuM be an honest, .areful, courteous, and plpt

h.W '
^^Tl"

°"* ''^'''°' ^"^ I^P'* ««"t letters, ete,before post-offices were instituted, and shows that the polmaster. in doing his work, is doing it as our representa^e,
anu that we should help him in the perfon^nce of h7duty by plainly addressing our letters, ete.

A further explanation as to the manner of appoint-ment and payment of salary may follow.

mJilJ^f""' •'??°' *' '*'°°^'"y ^"ties of the post-master-the registration of letters, issuing of money or^and of postal notes, the receiving and forwardingJ^^
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to the Savings Bank, and the making of reports to the
Post-office Department—may be discussed.

In teaching these the objective method should be used.
The teacher should obtain envelopes of registered letters

and a registration blank, a blank money order, and a blank
postal note, and instruct the pupils in the proper method
of filling out these forms.

POBM III ''Shii^Xl.

THE CAPTUHB OP QUEBEC

The introduction to this lesson will consist of questions
recalling the matter of the past lesson or lessons, and the
positions of the British and the French forces in the spring
of 1759. This can be easily done by sketching on the
black-board a map of North America and marking on it

with coloured chalk the position of each force. The chief

settlements to be mentioned in the lesson of the day should
also be marked. For the matter of this see Thi Ontario
Piihlie Sokeoi Bielory of Canada, pages 83-97, and Park-
man's Montcalm and Wolfe.

The teacher describes the voyage of Wolfe from Lonis-
burg to Quebec, mentioning the means taken to secure

pilots and to overcome the difficulties of navigating the

St. Lawrence.

When the pupils, following the voyage, have arrived at

. ^^^^«^"*'^' * description of the topography of the vicinity

;,
yUn'^ ^Ahould be given, and an enlarged sketch, or better still, a

'

iat
^^»«4' /Pl"'*<™e model, made to show this. (See text-book, page

rih* ^"""^ ^''^ difficulty of capturing Quebec may be empha-
sized by reference t» former attempts. On this sketch or

,
model the disposition of the French forces should be
shown, and then problems may be given as to actions that
might be taken by Wolfe. For example: How would yon
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attempt to destroy the fort? Where may Wolfe land hig/
soldiers ? What led the French to place their soldiers down I

as far as the Montmorenci ? No doubt some wrong answers
'

will be given,.bnt the probability is that some boy will say
that he would take some guns to the high bank on the
Levis side and bombard the town of Quebec The teacher
will then tell what was done and with what results.

This should be outlined briefly on the black-board, and
problem questions proposed as to the attempt of Wolfe to
dislodge the French at Montmorenci.

This second step is also told and added to the outline,
after which the teacher proceeds to explain the final step
dwelling particularly on the ilkess of Wolfe, his careful
arrangement of plans, the courage shown in attempting
the surprise of the hill, the speed with which his forces
were drawn up on the Plains, the battle with its final
outcome.

This is added to the outline, and the whole story is
reproduced orally before the class is dismissed.

As desk work, the outline is copied in note-books and
tte pupils are directed to read the full story in Parkman's
Montcalm and Wolfe, or in the History Header, pp. 284-

NoTi: If plasticine be used, miniature cannon, ships
bridges, etc., may be placed In position and a realistic eiplana!
tlon of the battle given. This would require more time and
the whole story would require several lesson spaces.

References: The text-book. Weaver's Canadian Hittory torBoy and Oirlt, and Parkman's Montcalm and Wol/e.

FORM III

THE COMING OP THE UNITED EMPIRE LOYALISTS
1. Narrate briefly the story of the American Xwvolu-

tion, to show why they had to leave the country; describe
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the treatment given to them by the revolntioniita ; how they
lost their property; how they were driven from their homes
and exposed to all sorts of hardships, sometimes fatal to
the women and children; emphasize their constant feeling
of loyalty in face of all their troubles.

8. There was nothing for them to do but go to some
place where the British flag still flew. The pupils may be
asked, with the map before them, to consider where they
would be most likely to go. What were the probable routes
they would follow? That would depend on where they
lived in the States. What methods of travel could they
use? The class will see from a consideration of these
points how they did travel, what routes they followed,
and where they settled down. The waterways would have
to be emphasized and traced out on the map ; by sea from
New York and Boston to Nova Scotia; by Lake Cham-
plain and the Bichelieu Biver to Quebec and Eastern
Ontorio; by the western rivers, the Mohawk, the Genesee,
etc., to Western Ontario. (See Fourth Reader, p. 170.)

3. What the Qovemt.ent did for them and how they
succeetied. Any account of life in Canada in the early
days will give tiie necessary information. It may be that
some old settler of the neighbourhood can supply the story
to one of the children.

4. In the Senior Form there may be taken up slightly

the political ideals of these Loyalists and how their presence
led to changes in affairs in TJpper Canada.

FORM III

THBFUia
In itself a flag is "only a small bit of bunting"; it

becomes a powerful aid to patriotism when it receives a
meaning from its history. It is the emblem of a nation,
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ttejmbol of wvereignty, and u roch .hould have a prom-

tL ?PwJ «'° *^"""« ""* maintaining our liber-

.pecii -ignii'^^'ofIh^'pU
""'"""""• ^''^ ''"

.),n,?J5^Ki"*
P°'°*^*« eonstmetion of the Union J«;k-

«S^ S^h'^f
'•^ ' '«"'" °' '-»- on the indSal

thVtl, <?^^T« T' "'"'"''' *"P'"'° the significance of^e term "jack"; should give *e stories of St. George

the jacks of the several countries. (See Appendix.)

«iaJk''lS'
"•'•^

•?.
*"'- - Mlows: that of the

of "St AnH ^^'^TK^ «^t«' « kB'on on the Crusaders

;

ILJ °^/7 '"'" the lesson on the Battle of Ban

quest of Ireland by Strongbow.

or d^winSttT"" ""^."^ '°"°'*^- "^^ construction

of t^fl^ ^ "^ ""y ^ *»•'«" '° connection with oneof the flag days; then the children will be interested inthe work .teelf. The sto^ of the jacks may be iTn after-wards in the history lessons.
^

oonstuJ'ttjf
'°"°^°« *'* '^'^"' *« P'P"" shouldZK flr '"""^ f°"'^ P'P^^' *°^ the«, flag,

sizes ma^ t^ 1" "'' '^ *' ^"'^ '*^°- ^he followingsizes may be used m oblong flags:

croJy,t ^'*'««''^'''''*« ground-2^ in. x 6 in., rei

eJ°41^^-M- «--a-3^^ ». , 5 in, white

i^
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Pot St. Patrick'i—white gronnd—2V^ in. x 6 in., red
cro« H in.

When the story of the union of the crowns of England
and Scotland in the reign of James I has been taught,

the pupils should be asked to attempt the problem of

uniting the two flags into one. For this purpose the flags

already made can be used. The flag of England will

surmount that of ScotUnd, and in order that the flag of

Scotland may be seen, the white ground of the Hag of

England must be removed, only a narrow border of white

along each arm being retained to represent the ground
colour. This narrow border on each side is one third of

the width of the red crosi.

The final lesson, the construction of the Union Jack
of our day, should be given on Empire Day or a few days

before. As an introduction the teacher should review the

flag of each country in the Union, referring also to the

Union Jacks of James and of Anne. The problem of unit-

ing the Irish ,Tack with the other two might be given the

pupils; but as they are not likely to succeed in solving it,

it will be better for the teacher to place before them the

Union Jack belonging to the school and to lead them to

observe:

1. that it is usually oblong—^twice as long us wide;

(it may also be square)

;

2. that the St. Andrew's Cross is partially covered

by the St. Patrick's;

3. that the St. George's Cross, as before, is one fifth of

the width of the jack

;

4. that along the side of the St. Patrick's Cross is

a strip of white;

6. that this strip of white and the red of the St.

equal the broad white of the StPatrick's

Andrew's;
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6. that the bro.d white of the St. Andrew*, i, p,rtly

7. that the bred white of the St. Andrew', is „ppe^moet on the part, near the .taff.

nn-wi!"."""*
•'"'"' ***" '">*^> *« Pnpils are ready to

dT l̂eX"? **^
':^ 'onnerl/Jde. The" L^directs them to cut away all of the white ground and half

J. i^ th. TT • ? ^ P"*"' "P"" *'"' St- Andrew', Cro«,a. m the Un.on Jack. They next cut away all of the white

re u?t Inf,r^'
""^ P"*" *'" '''~^'' *e other two. The

ta?w t^f '."i"^*'^
"""^ ^"'''' '"-J «•« P^Pil" willknow the several stages in its growth.

aa I^T!u '7^^ P°^'"* *" '»"''"«* the series of lessons
«8 above the following method is suggested. The pupils

Z ''°V'.1
""^ "^'^^ P»P«' »°^ -' -<» blue cr.7n

to the school. The following directions are then given:
First line in with a ruler the dimensions of the flag,say five inches wide and ten inches long. Dra-v the dia-gonals in faint lines. Place the cross of St. George and its

t^oS,' ?r*\"'* "^^-""S *" *« ^^^remlnU men-
loned that is. the cross one inch wide and the border one

«n!r^ •/•" Z"^
'^^''- "^^ '^»8°"»>« ^" ^ the centre

p!li r ^T*
^'"? °^ ** "»««« °* St. Andrew and St

i^'.tnck. Now place the saltire crosses according to the

rre'hr. ^^ •!''** '™ °' «'• A"'J--'« cL will

So™ -w? ',° '"'* "* '''''** '»"^«^ »^ S*- Patrick's

Strict
.°"';*':?;' "" *»'='» '^"•de- The red cross of St.

and third quarters, and above in the second and fourth
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''"if

tputm. Orwt can mnit be exereiaed in makinir the
drawing of the Union Jack.

Th. tonowlDf are th. offldal r.(ttUUoiu for the propo^
tiDni of the Union Jaek:

1. It max be either square, or twlee ae lont ai It le wide
> The proportloni are:

Red Croes of 8t Oeorie ^ of width of liar
White border to St Oeorge }j of red of St. Oeorie.
Red CroN of St. Patrick ^ of red of St Oeorie.
White border to St Patrlok ^ of red of St. Oeorie.
Broad white of St Andrew ^ of red of St Oeorie

I. Broad whiU of St Andrew to uppermoet In the ti»o
qoartere next the eta^; the red of St Patrlek la uppei^
meet in the other quarters.

lU base is the cross of St George, red on a white
ground. On the political union of England and ScoUand
in 1707, the cross of St. Andrew, which is a white diagonal
cross on a blue ground, was added, and to this Union flag
there was joined, in 1801, the cross of St. Patrick, a red
diagonal cross on a white ground. The colours of the
Union Jack are red, which is the emblem of courage;
white, the emblem of purity; and blue, the emblem of
truth; so that we cannot do anything cowardly without
disgracing our flag.

On memorial days the teacher, as he describes the past
events that have helped to make our country strong and
keep It free, may well refer to the colours of the flag as
reminders of the virtues on which our Empire resta.

For memorial days the following, among others, are
suggested:

FLAO DATS

Opening and dosing of each term

Jan. 1.—MunldpaHtlos Incorporated In Canada, 1842. (TV> ha
celebrated on the first school day of the new year.)
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T»t>. 10.—Union of tlio Cuadu, 1141.
Itowh U.—rirrt RMponilUe MInlitrr, lut
lUreh 14.-roundln, of Upp., C«ud.^n.,li„„«„, a«.

"«* U.-EtMon Rrmon'i blrthdw (180*4182)

Ju..« 3- Th. Klnri Birthday, 1868.

Ju!v It" «"".°'I°
""= Conf.d.r.tlon of th. Prorlnc-. l„7.July i7.~Flrit Farllunont of Upper C«,«l. 1792

September 18.-B.tU, of th. PUln. of Abr.h«a, HBO
"^-BjttU, Of Q„..„.t„„ H-.ht_I,..tb Of sir l^

October 21.—Trafalgar D. ,
. « s05

'
'^^ 'onnected with vari-

Other day« comm im r.iii.i

OM localities may alo Ik- .}, •

For Information lesmclinir r,;-, ;: ; iAn^s.— ..
to Barlow Cumborhmd'. B.L, ' Jcn^j^JV?"",
edition), to th. Flag Ohart$, bv M./i.J,"Z, ^

"""'
Flo, 0/ Co»a*.. by Sir Jo^phPo^T fTS.. "'to"., of T?"P-tron aalnt^ of En,l«.d. Scotland, and Ir."i.l''d. ^ ApUd,,'

THB OOLOUHfl OP THB PLAO
What Is the blu. on our flag, boyar
The waves of th. boundless sea,

Wher. our vessels ride In th.lr tamelen prideAnd th. feet of the wind, .re f«e-
'

Prom the sun and smile, of the coral lilesTo th. Ice of the South and North,
With dauntless trrad through tempests draadThe guardian ship, go forth.

Il
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What Is the white on our flag, boyiT
The honour of our land,

Which bums In our sight like a beacon light
And stands while the hills shall stand;

Tea, dearer than fame Is our land's great name.
And we light, wherever we be,

For the mothers and wives that pray for the lives
Of the brave hearts over the sea.

What Is the red on our flag, boys?
The blood of our heroes slain,

On the burning sands In the wild waste landa
And the froth of the purple main;

And It cries to Ood,from the crimsoned sod
And the crest of the waves outrolled.

That He send us men to fight again
As our fathers fought of old.

We'll stand by the dear old flag, boys.
Whatever be said or done.

Though the shots come fast, as we face the blast.
And the foe be ten to one

—

Though our only reward be the thrust of a sword
And a bullet In heart or brain.

What matters one gone. If the flag float on
And Britain be Lord of the main!

—Frederick Oeorge Scott

THE UNION JACK

It's only a small piece of bunting.
It's only an old coloured rag;

Tet thousands have died for Its honour.
And shed thoir best blood for the flag.

It's charged with the cross of St Andrew,
Which, of old, Scotland's heroes has led;

It carries the cross of SL Patrick,
For which Ireland's bravest h«ve bleA

"!.J
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et. George', red erou on white neld;
Hound Which, from Richard to Roberts,
Briton, conquer or die, but ne'er yield.

It flutters triumphant o'er ocean
As free a. the wind and the waves;And bondsmen from shackles unloosened,
Neath Its shadow, no longer are .lave.. ^.

It float, o'er Australia, New Zealand

A./» »""*'• "" """*»' H""* Kong;And Britons, where'er their flag's flying,
Claim the rights which to Britons belong.

We hoist It to show our devotion
To our King, our country, and laws;

Its the outward and visible emblem,W progress and liberty's cause.

Ton may say It', an old bit of bunting
You may call it an old coloured rag;

But freedom has made It majestic
And time has ennobled our flag.

'

FORMS III AND rv

SUGOBSTIONS FOR EMPIRE DAT
The exercises on Empire Day may be extende,! +„mCnde most of the aubiecl. on the Wteble by^rovidin^mterestmg problems in these subjects which ^fl, at hf«^e fme, keep the pupils' attention focused on he pur!pose of the day. ^

To ?' ^"T' °' ^"P''* ^"y """y ^ »*«t«d briefly: (1)To mcre«^ the pupils' knowledge of the various parts of^^: ! r
""*^ 'V™ «"^ "^^'^ "'

' '"^

Canada's ^r.;/^ ? ^.^ '^^""^ °' responsibility for

n

(
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F'f-u

BXI!BCI8E8 SUOOESTED

1. In literature : Study one or more of the selections in

the Public School Headers that are suitable; for example,
in the IV Reader, pp. 1, 4«, 74, 154, 155, 287, 231, 248,

308, 358, 409; in the III Header, pp. 55, 140, 246, 258,

274. If these have been studied before, one or two might
be read or recited by the pupils. In this Manual poems
are given (pp. 73, 74) that may be used in the same way.
Pamphlets containing suitable matter for Empire Day have
been sent out by the Department of Education on several

occasions.

2. In history: (a) Some information about the growth
of the Empire ; for example, how and when Canada, Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, South Africa, or any other part of

the Empire was added
; (6) Comparison of the size of the

British Empire with that of any earlier Empire, such as

the Persian, Greek, or Boman
; (c) The growth of Great

Britain's commercial and naval supremacy, on what it is

founded, what danger there is of losing it, etc. ; (d) Inter-
pretation of the Union Jack, or of the Canadian ensign.

3. In geography: (a) Story of the "All-Bed" route,
or of the "All-Red" cable—explain the meaning of
"All-Red" by reference to the map; (J) "The sun never
sets on the British flag." Make this clear by having pupils
notice on the map that there are red spots, showing British
territory, on or not very far from every meridian line;

British ships, too, are in every part of the ocean
; (c) Com-

pare the population and area of Great Britain, Canada,
Australia, the Fnited States, Gerratny, France, etc.

4. In arithmetic : The pupils may discover how many
people there are to the ciuare mile in these countries;
they may be asked to work out the population Canada
would have if she were as densely populated as England,
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population of the tS Stl T',"'
'^^'^^^ '^ ">«

the present r.^t^L'^ltLZml^l/'^'l t'''
'*

Great Britain' m.„ ,

*""''" ""''^^ up to

future, in order to !^
?*''"

f Canada in the not distant

the us; Idet'our ^'ol L^jJT^!^'^ ^-
for as much of th» J^'^ "", "'^'- (I*t the prpils search

a» the^rit rr'ir£.r *^- -^-^-o-

5. In composition: Subjects may be given for pffho,

rn^ctrjtnem
"^'''°°^' "''°^^' - "-'^ '^ - *»p^-
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TYPE LESSONS

FORM IT

UrmODUCTORT

As described in the details of method for Fonn IV
(see p. 28), the ideal method of teaching in this Form is

the oral method, which means not only the narration of

the story, but the presentation to the pnpils of problems
connected with the lesson that the experiences of the class

may help to solve. The full narration here «rf the lessons

selected would be like doing over again Hie wmrk of lke

text-book; accordingly, in the majority of the lessons, a

topical analysis is all Hmt is given. Tbe value of a topical

analysis is that it emphasizes the principal points that

should be described or developed and, more important still,

that it assists the pupils to understand the lesson better,

that is, to see more clearly the relation of cause and efteet.

The topical analysis will also suggest to the teacher how
to prepare a lesson. There is no better evidence th»t a

period of history is understood by the teacher than the

ability to make a clear, concise analysis of it. This

analysis should then be used instead of the text-book in

teaching the lesson, and the use of it will, after a little

practice has made the teacher more expert, contribute, to

a surprising degree, to increased interest in the class.

BQERTON HYBHSCN

One of the objects of instruction in civics is to create

in the pupils ideals of citizenship that may influence

their conduct in after life. The most powerful agency

to use for this object is the life of some useful and
patriotic citizen who gave his talents and energy to the

[781
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««1, vivid, and interesting as posSb 1 hi
"""^^ "'

personal details and concrete If *
^ appropriate

ing sketch m.y serve as a^ta^TP*'""- ^""^ '°"'"'-

J:'-
''^"""' ^° ^P^"'^'"^ °f his birth and parentage,

«««t.thers were from hXT^ T """ " °'"'™- Hla
«*« -ere f„„ ^Z^'^t "f ^" »"" ""><"« ance.
revolatlonar, war he with ™ "* "' "" American
went to New Br;n,wl^ w?"''

?"'" "' *"* ""o <='««.

wHose maiden name was 's»rZl
™"'*'' '"'' '"'«»'«••.

the early MassachuseTt' iHttn^jL^""""" »' <">« <"
o' the last cntury my fa^'r »rf"- "*" t"" «'»"
eMer brother to Canada where^he d

'^"^ '"""''^ «"
Of land from the Gover^mrt f« h,

*** ^'^'^ «"»
besides his pension,

'"' "•"*« '" tl"* army.

shctr;:;;":';:^:'
"
^'^ ^"^ •'^-'"» -- "-

-hen he had don ihin. .r.'""
"^ *'«»*'"' ''™

hon^rhfless and^TlZ T''^ ^ ''' "^ *** " ^'''^^h

J-ow^-ng,, Sieved" :?tl'er:'''^ 'T^-t!^""^^^respectful and kind «"ordT"
^^* ''"' ^''^ """^

and''fl?n;';'"S;f *"

"'t
""^ «* "'-""^ the land

"had nIn„iJ„.. !^'' '"=7"^ twonty-one year« of a» hp

ev

had ploughed every acre of „™
•My stalk of wheat, rv., and oa

ground for

years of age he
season, cradled

mowed avery spear

m^v I
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1

N4;

of grass, pitched the whole first on a wagon, and then from
the wagon to the haymow or stack." This was the work
that gave him strength and health to do the great things

that were before him. His years in the district school

were few, yet he made such good use of them that when he
was only fifteen years old he was asked to take the place of

one of his teachers during the latter's illness. Further
instruction from teachers was not given him till he came
of age. Then he went to Hamilton to study in the Gore
district grammar school for one year. Here he studied so

strenuously that he was seized with an attack of brain

fever, which was followtd by inflammation of the lungs.

His life was despaired of, but his good constitution and
his mother's nursing restored him to health.

Shortly afterwards he began his work as a Methodist

preacher. When twenty-three years old, he undertook a

mission to the Indians at the Credit and resided among
them as one of themselves, to show them better ways of

living and working. This is part of his account: "Be-

tween daylight and sunrise, I called out four of the Indians

in succession and, working with them, showed them how
to clear and fence in, and plough and plant their first wheat

and cornfields. In the afternoon I called out the school-

bo3r3 to go with me, and cut and pile and bum the brush-

wood in and around the village."

In 1889 The Christian Ouardian newspaper was organ-

ized as the organ of the Methodists, and the young

preacher placed in the editorial chair; in 1841 he was
chosen President of Victoria College.

In 1844 Dr. Ryerson was appointed Chief Superinten-

dent of Education for Tipper Canada. He immediately

set himself to awaken the country to a proper estimate of

the importance of education, and to improve the qualifi-

oationa of teachers. He urged the people to feaild better
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books were provided for the pupils, „,ore and tetter an™
lace Of many difficulties inevitable in a new countrypopular Ignorance, apathy, lack of means to bui dschl";;
"i:7P°^ *''«»' '-'' °f t™e to attend th m. £
eancation that he himself did had also to be faced With

hia matured »anhtdU;ern^rer:ttk^
al/oTbXTs^'irr" '"

'-r
"'^''"

and secondary schooHhlTS^'f "^t""
"^ ''''""'"*»'7

and his own Lst ^111 ^'^ ^"* ""'^ "' °"' ^"'^"-

denJ"»nf
^ *" ''"^'^ "' P^"''"" °f fl"-"^ Superinten.

h ;ob,v 11771'''' "' " ^'"'*«' "' KducatL He
fn 184t^ifif

*'"
r"""'-

''« "-de on accepting office

second to thn^
"'*'*' '"' '"*^"'''-*'«" ™P™vement notsecond to those m any country in the world."

assembled, in i. r^XZ.^!JSI^^^:^^

k:

|i!|

&.
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Nont—If the pupUi hare bean told about the Pilgrim
Fathen, and the U. B. LoyallsU, a review of tbow itoriei
will add Intemt to thli lenon; It not, it will Mrve ai an
Introduction to them.

For a Form IV class, the following should be included
in the lesson:

With the dose of the War of 1812 there opened a new
era in the history of Canada. Its people had realized that
their country was worth fighting for, and th:: had defended
it successfully. A new interest In Its political lite was
awakened, new movements Inaugurated. These were along
three lines—one, political with responsible government as
lU object; another, rellgloas with equal rights and privileges
for all churches as its aim; a third, educational with equal
and efficient Instruction for all without distinction of class or
creed as Its purpose. The first movement Is Icnown as the
struggle tor Respoaslble Qovernment—the struggle for equal
political rights; the second, as the Secularization of the
Clergy Reserves—the struggle for equal religious rights; the
third as the University Question—the struggle for non-denom-
inational control of education. In the second and third move-
ments Dr. Ryerson played a very prominent part and, because
these affected the politics of his day, he took a keen Interest
in the first

Non.—For purposes of reference, consult The Story of My
Ufe by Dr. Ryerson; T»« Ryerson Memorial Volume by
Dr. J. O. Hodgins; Egerton Ryerson by Nathaniel Burwash
In Thi Makuus or Canada; and Egerton Ryerion by
J. U. Putnam.

THE INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY

The lesson may be begun best by referring to the

provisions in the British North America Act for the build-

ing of the railway. (If the class knows nothing yet of this

Act, reference may be made to Dominion Day, and the

Act associated with it, by explaining the significance of the
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SyJ^*/'**,"'
Confederation. 1867, may be written onthe board for reference.) In the B N A Li u

«r.„ ^ \°*'^""' ^"^^"""ent .hould build arailway connectmg the St Lawrence with Halifax to b^commenced within six months after the Union "

S77!i"'
*•"«•"'" «" the St. Lawrence River.

p""n V''.?"*'"''
'• "•" '" '""" '"e .e. either.F.-It !• the nearest port for ocean-going eteameri.

wlMerf""'
""" """"'" '» "" 8'- ^''"'«' •-•'7

i".—^It freeze! up.

^~^
^I'lLT"*."

'"'" "" '•""' """• """th. in the winter,

HUlf^ w« ^!!
""*" """" •"• '"* "^" '"en. .0

Atlantic Now, what place on the St Lawrence wouldbe chosen as the other terminus?
P.-Most likely either Quebec or Montreal

tT ^ * " ' ""°« '*' ^ "•"t vou to tWnkabout. Wh. Should they build t' . ratVa;,. JustM the

cL'::^:Z7\Z:Zr -'- •-'" -- «> "-«

Really there were about 260.000 m"rt hPr. th-n h, .. v.How would the people here ,h.n , .
'

''^'^

winter? How do we sud our goo'ds to Buro^ " Twinter?
aooos to Surope ucw in

r»lirwlrr "'" "' '"" '" °--^ ""

"-"ZfrwrearM^uirrr "- " "'---
them?

-ontreal. How do we manage about

P.—By using the canala.

*M
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r.—How eu w* ihlp by nUlT
P^Bj uilnc th« Ormad Tninli or tho Cukdlan PMltte Rail.

r^Now, I ihkll hart to toll yon loinothlnt about the eanali
and tho flrit railway from Uppor ranada. Thera war*
aavaral eanali alraady built on the 8L Lawrence: the
Lachlne, Welland. and others. In fact, we had apent
about 11,600.000 on canali before Confederation. The
Grand Trunk Hallway waa running from Samla to
Quebec city by 186«, luat eleren yeari before Confedera-
tion. (Have a pupil trace the line from Samla to
Quebec, so that the clus may see how much of Upper
Canada was served by the Orand Trunk.) Can you tell
me now what place on the St. Lawrence would be Uken
as the western terminus of the new rallwayT

'•—Yes, Quebec would be the one.
r.—WhyT
P.—Because the people of Lpper Canada had ways alraady

for sending their goods as far as Quebec city
r.—The next point to think about Is—How had Canada been

hipping her gooda across the sea In winter before thlsT
(Several suggestions were made. "We would Have

to keep everything till the next summer." "We would
have to use Ice-boats." ObjecUons were raised to these
methods to show that they were Impossible. Finally
one pupil thought that we could send our freight
through the United States.)

r.—Well, why did the people not continue doing that. In-
stead of wanting to build a railway of their ownT

P.—The United States would likely make them pay for do-
ing It

T—Let me explain about that, tn 18B4, a treaty had been
made between Canada and the United States, called
the Reciprocity Treaty, by which the two countries ex-
changed their goods freely. This treaty was ended In
1886, and the people of Canada had to depend more
on themselves. Besides, there was a good deal of
trouble between Britain and the United States, arising
out of the Civil War In the latter country, which had
Just ended. (The pupils are told here about the "Tiwit"
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would brln, c.a.d. IntoZetZtTii^'T""- ""'

h.v. found now Why therS^d"""" ""»"• '«^»

to Quebec .nl why U hTd .„ kI'k
""" '""" «*»'"

Th. n.« thin, ToVd out , Wh"'" ." ""' ""«•
bum. If you wer. . ,.?.

'•-*"•« " "M to b«

r.-Where would the road ,o then?

'•

"•^r.^drfsr•
"• «"'•

" --- -- «„».

;~;^hiM^nr;;'; h':r: u'7t'.r
"" -•' "-

pr.tT:rth^''^n.\Vdrj^ «- -' -- >--
P-ra/Lt""^ T' ''•'' "•" °"«" think ofT

r.—Where would that be» fPimii ~>-, ^°""-
the map

)

*^''" """" "P «"» ««"» from

m-te the bMd.e.T?ru;lr™„r' """ ""'

™utrr,di'T^rVnrr "-" ''-• ^"^
klndr

'^""'*"' *"» *"»"»« "f that

'-They would atay a. far from the border «> po«,B„e.
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I

T.—Where would that beT (Pupil comei to the map to And

out)

P.—They would have to follow the St Lawrence for Bome

distance.

T.—How farT

P.—Right down to the other aide of New Bruniwlck. Then

down to Halifax.

r.—Would that be the cheapest line to huUdT

P. It would coat more, because It Is longer than the others.

T. It Is really 138 miles longer than the next shortest

Which of the reasons we have mentioned would make

them want to keep as far from the border as they could?

p.—The military reason.

r.—Whlch country, Canada or Britain, would be the most

interested In the military considerations?

P.—Britain, because Canada depended on her for protection.

r.~lB there any other reason, one connected with the cost?

Where would the money come from?

P.—Britain would likely have to supply a good part of It

T.—Why?
P.—Because there were not very many people here then.

T—Yes, we have to borrow a good deal of money for such

purposes even yet The British Government was to

supply the money for the railway, and wouM want to

have something to say as to where it waa to be built

The pupils could nowtie asked to discover from the map

the chief places on the line of the railway. Have them writ-

ten on the board. The teacher would add some informa-

tion about the length of the line (1,450 miles), and the

total cost ($80,000,000). He might also refer to the fact

that the fear of war that caused that route to be followed

was not realized, that the Intercolonial did good service in

bringing the provinces closer together, and that other rail-

ways have since 'been built on the two rejected routes,

namely, the Canadian Pacific Railway and the Grand

Trunk Pacific.
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The facts of the lesson 3hc>uld then be gone over again,
following the black-board outline that has been made as
the lesson proceeds.

BLAOK-BOABD OUtCLINB

1. Provision In the Brltlih North America Act for the
building of the road

2. Reasons for building the road
(o) Military

(6) Commercial

3. Selection of the route

(a) Routes that were possible

(1>) Reasons for the final choice

4. Facts about the road

(a) Principal places on the road

(6) Branches of the road
(c) Length and cost

6. Value of the road to the new Dominion

The class may be asked afterwards to draw a map show-
ing the route and the chief commercial centres served by
the railway.

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION IN ENGLAND, 1760-1800.

Nora.—This lesson should be preceded by an Information
lesson on the making of cotton goods—the material, how and
where the raw material is grown, how It Is harvested, the
difference between spinning and weaving, the meaning of
warp and woof.

The aim of this lesson is to show how a remarkable
series of inventions changed completely the processes of

manufacturing, made England the greatest manufacturing
nation in the world, and gave her a source of wealth that
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enalilod her to carry on the costly wars against Napoleon.

The half century of this revolution is one of the most

important in English history, on account of the results

in methods of transportation, in agriculture, in social con-

ditions, etc., and it is almost impossible to have a satisfac-

tory knowledge of succeeding history without understand-

ing this period. It is for this reason that it is treated at

such length.

This may be divided into as many lessons i:. the teacher

wishes. The dates given are not intended to be memorized

by the pupils ; they are introduced simply to emphasize the

order of the inventions. To emphasize further the sequence,

the class may be asked at each step what invention would

be needed next. The cral method—both pure narrative,

and development—is supposed to be used.

1. Domestic System of Manufacture.—Before 1760 the

manufacture of cotton goods was carried on in the homes

of the people. A spinner would procure a supply of raw

cotton from the dealer and carry it home, where, with the

help of his family, he would spin it into threads or yarn

and return it to the dealer. The spinning was all done

by hand or foot-power on a wheel that required one person

to run it, and that would make only one thread at a time.

The weaving was also done at home. Because of the use

of Kay's flying shuttle (1732), the demand of the weavers

for yam was greiter than the spinners could supply, be-

cause one weaver could use the product of many spinners,

and there was great need of finding some way of produc-

ing yarn more rapidly, to keep the weavers busy.

2. Hargreaves' Spinning-jenny.—The first important

invention of the period was the spinning-jenny of Har-

greaves (1764). This man was an ordinary spinner, and

the story is told that one day, when he was returning from

!li:i
'1'^
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the dealer with a fresh supply of cotton, he came home Ihj-

fore his wife xpected him. Supper was not ready, and in
her haste to rise to prepare it, she overturned the wlicel
when it was still in motion. Hargreaves, cnterins at that
moment, noticed that tlie spindle, usually horizontal, was
now revolving in an upright position. This gave him the
idea, and a short time afterwards he invented a machine
with which one person could spin several threads at once
(at first eight). From it has been developed the com-
plicated machinery for spinning used to-day.

3. Arkwrighi's Spinning-frame or Water-frame. Sir
Bichard Arkwright invented, in 1771, a machine that
accomplished the whole process of spinning, the worker
merely feeding the machine and tying breaks in the thread.
This machine was run by water-power, thus doing away
with hand-power and allowing the operator to attend en-
tirely to the spinning.

4. The Mule. In 1779, r npton invented a mule, by
which threads of a finer and si. jnger quality could be spun,
and thus made it possible to weave any grade of cloth.

5. The Power-loom. The spinners were now able to
keep ahead of the weavers, till Cartwright invented, in
1785, a power-loom that enabled the weavers to work
faster and use all the thread that the spinners could make.

6. The Steam-engine. These machines were run by
hand or water-power. In 1785, Watts' steam-engine, in-

vented several years before this, was used in the manufac-
ture of cotton, and manufacturers were now able to use all

the raw material they could get. The use of steam in-

stead of water-power led to the building of factories in

cities, where labour was plentiful and transportation facili-

ties good. This meant large cities.

' 1

-II
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7. The Cotton-gin. Cotton had to be cleaned of its

seeds before it could be used in the factory. This had to

be done by hand, which greatly hindered the supply of

raw material. A good deal of the raw cotton came from

the United States, and the planters there grew no more

than could be cleaned and sold. In 1798, Eli Whitney,

an American, invented the cotton-gin, by which the cotton

could \)e cleaned of its seed very quickly. Formerly a

workman could clean by hand only five pounds of cotton

a week; by the saw-gin five hundred pounds could be

cleaned in an hour. (If a cotton-boll can be procured, the

pupils will soon discover how difficult it is to separate the

seeds from the cotton.) More cotton was then grown,

because it could be sold to the factories, and England was

able to get all she required to keep the factories going.

It may be added here that the increase in cotton growing

required more hands fo" its cultivation; at that time, this

meant more slaves; the cotton-gin was therefore a large

factor in the slave troublea in 'lie Southern States that led

to the Civil War.

8. Coal-mining and Smelting. These machines were

made of iron, and coal was needed to run the engines and

to smelt the iron. There was plenty of coal in England,

but very little was mined until the steam pump was brought

into use to keep the mines clear of water. When this was

done, more men went to work in the mines to get out the

greater amount of coal that was now needed. There was

also plenty of iron ore in Endand, and before this it had

been smelted by means of charcoal, which i.s made from

wood. This slow and wasteful method was followed until

Hoebuck invented a process of smelting by coal, and thus

made possible a plentiful supply of iron for the manufac-

ture of the machines.
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9. The Safety Lamp. Coal-mining was a dancorouso^oupat,on l^eause of the fire-damp that is JoTZZ

lampTn fs, ; .' """""u'"^
^^••^- '"^-''"J ^^c safetylamp m 1815, which gave the miners the light they neededand prevented these explosions. ^ ^

mami';
^'""'P"-""'""- ^'o^ that there was so mueh

ways t?' T'l""'
'"^^'' *""«"' *"«'' attention to

The roads we« generally wretched, and in many parts

hordes T^ '^
'T^'

'"^ '" "^ ^""'^d - *« "a-"^^ of

brought about a great improvement in road-making. (Showp.etures of old-time roads and of the roads to-day
)

obstruetir'^*''""
^^ ""•*" ""^ ^""''"" ^y ^««^°"» 0^ theobstruct ons m nvers. To overcome these, canals were dug.

dug, and transportation became much easier.

11. Agriculture. The number of people engaged in the

td ThT ""rf^ '"' **'^ '^"'^ -* ^rrow'thcir oiS output J "T""^ '"' "'^^ ^""""^ *" i-™-e

n Ltir ;
'"™""' '"^"= '"'"''^ methods of

it nZ'M. "'"^^ '^"*^' ^''^^ ^«™ P^ow". snaking
rt possible to raise better cattle; fertilisers were used Z
r;^ertb '"b ""t*"^

7*""'"' °' "°^^ -*"*-dto prevent the exhaustion of the soil.

12. Social Conditions. Out of the factory system grew

that labour unions came into existence.
" ^"^ ^^en
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We SCO, 8R a result of these inventions, that Knfjland

was changed from an agricultural country to a land of largo

manufacturing cities, and hccamo the chief manufacturing

centre of the world, ahlc to supply money to defeat Napo-

leon Bonaparte, who is credited with the statement that

it was not England's armies that defeated him, hut her

" spindles."

Note.—The teacher may refer to some of the modem
social problems resulting In large part from this Industrial-

izing ot the country: overcrowding In dtlei, bad housing and

Blums, urban and suburban transportation, educational prob-

lems, Intemperance, decrease In physique, etc. (For the his-

tory of this period, see A Hiatory of the BritUh Nation, by

A. D. Innes, T. C. & E. C. Jack, Edinburgh.)

THE ROAD TO CATHAY

The aim of this lesson is to show how the desire of

certain European nations to find a western route to the

rich countries of the Ecst—India, Cathav, and Cipango

(India, China, and Japan)—led to the (' .covery and sub-

sequent exploration "f America. It can be used as a re-

view lesson on the exploration of Canada. It will also give

the pupil practice in collecting information from various

sources so as to show the development of history along a

certain line.

The subject-matter may be divided into as many len-

sons as the teacher thinks best, and the oral method should

he used. All the dates given are no intended to be mem-
orized ; they are used to show the historical sequence ; only

three or four of the most important need be committed

to memory by the class at their present stage. The map
should be used frequently.
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TIIE I.KSSON

»t

European nat.ons the wealth of the Kast. Trade In^twe ^the Ea«t and We,t grew, and Venice became one ofwealthiest and most powerful of the states of Europe

turned from Cathay after an absence of twenty-five year,s stor.es of the wealth in silks, spices, pearl etc of

to trade With them. A great commerce .s„on «rcw ui,ea ned on pr.neipally by the great Italian citiosivlice

Jhe Z'f ""' ^"'' ^'''""-""l a« these cities control cdthe Mediterranean, the only route to Asia then known

t?me the oT'^l' "' ''" ^'"""" '™''''- -""1 ''^P
"-

anTEnrianH T "^ """""^SP"'"- Portugal, France,

mated bv fh 7 /'"'"^ '" "• ^he^o nations, ani-

and exntrit
"'

u
^'"" """^ ""^ ^^e spirit of adyentureand exploration, could not long be denied t: .ir share This

CsTVhrtV^.
the introduction of the^ma^ner'

3T„d sS Tt^ ""'°" " ^'" «"'"« than land-marks and stars; by the inyention of gunpowder and theuse of cannon, which, through lesseni^ Ts enl Ithe med.«yal castle, tended to increase tee power of thtmiddle classes; and by the inyention of pricing, wh chaided greatly in the diffusion of knowledge

lndu'a?/ch~ *" '"' " '""'•' '^ '^"-h *» t-ade with

that these rouTeBteren^tTea^r.H
'"'''" '» """" ^^ow
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opened till 1869. The wajr round the Cape of OooiV Hope
WH not discovered till 1497. The western route across the

Atlantic and the Pacific was unknown.

Not till the rinsing years of the fifteenth century were

the attempts to solve this problem successful. The dis-

covery of the route to India by Vasco de Oama in 1497

first opened the way to the East, though the still earlier

discovery by Columlms was to afford, in later years, a much
more complete solution.

Christopher Columbus was a native of flenoa in Italy.

An eager student of geography, he became convinced that

the earth was a sphere or glol)e and not s flat surface. He
believed that he could reach India and Cathay by sailing

west, as well as by going east through the Mediterranean

—

a route that had l)een dosed since the capture of Constan-

tinople by the Turks in 14.53. " This grand idea, together

with his services in carrying it out, he offered first to his

motherland of Genoa. But Genoa did not wa..t a new
route to the East. Then he turned, but in vain, to Portu-

gal. The hopes of Portugal were set upon a passage around

the south of Africa. To England and to France Columbus
held out his wondrous offer; but these countries were slow

and unbelieving. It was to Spain he made his most per-

sistenc appeal; and Spain, to his imperishable glory, gave

ear." Through the s^elf-denial and devotion of Queen Isa-

bella of Castile he was enabled to put his dream to the

test.

A special lesson should be given on the life of Columbus

—

his efforts, perseverance, courage, failures, suv.cesses. The
teacher may add at will to the facts given here. Read Joaquin
Miller's Poem, " Columbus," High School Reader, pp. 143-145.

When Columbus landed on the island-fringe of Amer-
ica in 1492, he thought he had found what he had set out

to find—the eastern country of India; and he believed
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it all I>i« life. Thi, i,lo« .urvivcl for wvoral RonorationKpart1, ...anso of the .-..t wealth of M.^ufZ^lZ'.

l>" la they iwRa.. asa.n to w^k a way to the Kast an.ll.H>ked o„ the continent of An.oriea merely an a' oitta le

arHti^^i:;/:2rr^^.'-tr^'^''*- r"™ !:"
„„.4. 4u i L . , ? 'f'^ "^'^ coming from thewe« that he had discovered the gateway to the last.

r,J^Vlt"l''
°''^'''* '" '''"'' f'hamplain, in 160!) ex-Pb d the R,ehe,ieu River and Uke Champla n. In 16 3he hstened. only to In, deceived, to the story of Vienaualx,ut a way to the E,-.^ „p the Ottawa River to a fa"™Wee and .nto another river that would lead to the WeS

Henry Hudson made four voyages in search of a wav

our?hrtr;*!
*'' """"''"*• «" *"" «"*. -^-i "d'fourth, he tned to go round by a North-wesf or a Vorth-

'

eat passage. On the third voyage, in 1609, he saiiod uphe Hudson R.ve. for 150 miles, only to <;„d his wavboeked A curious fact is that on thfs voyage he mistat one t,mc. have been only about twenty leases fromChamplam, when the latter was exploring llkX' Zon the same errand. (Show this on the map.) Onhi"fourth voyage, i„ 1610, Hudson discovered the bay thanow hears h.s name, and he must have thought when he-w that g.at stretch of water to the West/tl^t he w-
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at ladt Buooorwful. He wiirtcrcd thcro, and wliPii the ico

l)-»kc up ill the BpriiiR, his nii'ii inutiiiiiul anil not him,

bin youiijj Bon, and two eompanions, adrift in a lioat, and

they were never lieard of again. (See The ^lory of the

Brilinh People pp. 231-835.)

Tlie Misnissippi was long looked upon an a (loiiailde way

to the Pacilie Oreau. Ia SaMe explored the great lakes and

the Ohio, Illinois, and Missiiisippi JtiverK. This last he

found to flow south into the (Julf of Mexieo, instead of

west into the Pacific Ocean. His settlement on Montreal

Island was called La Chine (the French word for China),

in allusion to his desire to find the way to that country.

Later, <thcr8 were led by the same desire to explore

the western part of what is now Canada. V^rendrye, in

1731, travelled from Lake Nepigon by way of Rainy Lake,

the Winnipeg Biver, and the Red River, to the junction

of the latter with the Assinilmine, where Winnipeg now

stands; also up the Saskatchewan River to the Forks. His

son, in 1742, explored the Missouri River and came within

sight of the Rocky Mountains.

Men of the Hudson's Bay Company and of the Xorth-

West Company—Mackenzie, Fraser, Thompson, Simpson,

Hearne—amid great hardships and through thrilling ad-

ventures, coAtinued the work of exploring the waterways

of the West to find an opening to the Pacific.

It has remained to the people of Canada to conquer

the passes of the Rockies and Selkirks, build great trans-

continental railways and steamship lines, and thus afford

a direct short route from Europt to Cathay. What men

had striven for during more than four hundred years it

has been our lot to accomplish.

Other topics of interest suggested by the lesson may be

taken up afterwards; for example, the opening of tb" Suez
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ranal an.l .t. cIToct on t™.l.-why it did not restore

Why merchants prefer water route, to land routes, etc.

TOPICAL ANALYSIS Or LESSON ON THB ARMADA
The purpose : this lesson is to show ho»v to construct

a topical outhnc of an in.portant event in history. It is
assumed that the teacher will use. in prenarin/similar
essons a larger history of Britain than the PuhHc Sch™l
cxt.lK,ok, ,n order that the dnss may k. asked, after the
csson.s taught, to read in ,eir tcxt-l«oks an account
.omewha different in treatn- .. from that of the tea.her.The headings should show the sequence of events and

h„Tfh kTT /'"' ""'"" P""* '"J"'^'"' the fact,
hat the bnei headings should recall to tl .upils after

the lesson. The ever.ts preceding the comi:, of the Ar-mada are suggested here among the causes. These head-
.ngs may be placed on the hiaek-board as the lesson pro-
ceeds; they may be suggested by either teacher or pupils.The actual teaching should be by both narrative and
development methods.

woHT°J.*''l-'"'f^f'
'''' " '"y interesting and tnist-

worthy book .s A notary of the Brim Nation, by A. D.
Innes, T. C. & E. C. Jack, Edinhurgh.

I. CAUSES

1. Political.-(a) Ambition of Philip to rule Europe-
chief obstacles were England, France. The Netherlands

(The oppMltlon of Franco was overcome by a treaty and

beth had refused PhUlp'. offer of marriage. The Netherland.
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were In full revolt and could not be conquered even by the

crueltUa of Alva and the destruction of their commerce.

England was the chief Proteatant power In Europe and, aa

such, waa the chief opponent of Spain.)

(6) The marriage trouble; Elizabeth's religious policy

broke off negotiations of marriage with Philip.

(c) Philip received as a legacy the rights of Mary

Queen of Soots to the English throne.

a. CommerctoZ.—Interference of the English in the

New World, to which Spain clamed sole rght.

(This includes the English settlements as well as the cap-

ture of Spanish treaaure ships. Reoall stories of Drake, Haw-

kins, etc.) I

3. Religious.—Philip was the chief supporter of Roman

Catholicism in Europe, and wished to impose his religion

on England.

(This was the period of compulsion In religious matters.)

II. EVENTS

1. Preparations in Spain and England.

(Spain set about preparing a large fleet, to carry soldiers

as well as sailors. The beat Spanish general was In command

at first. His death put an Incapable man In command, who

was largely responsible for the defeat. The Duke of Parma

was to co-operate from the Netherlands with a large army.

In England, the small battle fleet was Increased by the volun-

tary contributions of all classes till It actually outnumbered

the Spanish fleet, though the vessels were very much smaller.

A comparison of the fleets as they were on the eve of battle

should be made.)

2. Difference in the national spirit in the two countries.

(The Spanish were on an expedition of conquest; the

sailors were Ill-trained and many serving against their will.

The English were defending their homes; they forgot their
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religious and political dlflerencea In their patriotism- the
Bailors were hardy, fearless, and most skilful In handllnE
their ships.)

3. The affair at Cadiz.

(Retarded the Invasion for a year, gave England more time
for preparation, and encouraged hopes of success.)

4. The battle in the Channel.

(Armada attacked on the way to Dover, July 28—Aug. 6,
1588; flreshlps at Calais, Aug. 6; final engagement, Aug. 8-9;
a chance for a vivid description by the teacher.)

5. Storm completes the ruin of the Armada.
(Pacts to be given as to the losses of the Armada; recall

stories of wrecked Spanish vessels on the coasts of Scotland,
etc., and recommend class to read some story, such as Kings-
ley's Wetticani Hot)

III. BE8ULTS

1. Euin of Spain and of Philip's ambitions. fConnect
with I. 1 (o)]

2. Influence on England's patriotism and maritime
power.

3. Greater religious toleraifce in England.

4. Marvellous growth of literature in England partly
due to this.

5. Effect on America. It decided for all time that
Spain should not rule the New World, but that the Anglo-
Saxons should, with all their ideals of political, social, and
religious liberty.

(See P. S. History of England, sees. 135-142.)
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JV_

LESSON ON THE FEUDAL STSTEM

(Ab many lesson periods as may be found desirable)

Aim. To give the pupils a knowledge of the manner
in which land was held, (1) by the Saxons at different

periods on the continent and in England; (2) by the

French; (3) by the Nonnans under William the Con-
queror, showing the changes he made in both Saxon and
French systems.

STEP I

1. Introduction. By questioning, the teacher elicits

from one pupil that his father owns a farm ; from another,

that his father rents a farm ; from a third, that his father

works one "on shares." From this may be derived the

meaning of " freehold," " leasehold," and " on shares," as

applied to ways of holding land. For town and city

classes, a parallel may be made by substituting "house"
for " farm." As holding property " on shares " is not so

common in cities, suggest possible oases, such as a florist's

business, a rink, etc.

2. Let pupils read the sketch of the Saxon or " mark "

system given in the Ontario Public School History of

England, pp. 23 and 30 ; and then draw a plan of a Saxon

village from the passages read.

STEP II

(Given to the class by the teacher's oral explanation)

1. The Saxon System : Further study of the early land

tenure of the Saxons. (See Ontario High School History

of England, p. 33.) The following extract from Oman's
England before the Norman Conquest may be of assistance

:

The typical free settlement of an English maegth

(or kindred) consisted first of the large arable fields

divided up into narrow strips, of which each household

1
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possessed several, next of the almost equally priced

suLtT' r r*/"'
^'^^"^ "'^ '"'" appropriated lots insummer but thrown baek into common in winter, and

iastly of the undistributed waste, from which the whole
commumty would draw its wood supply, and on which
It would pasture its swine, or even turn out its cattle
lor rough grazing at some seasons.

The normal method of agriculture was the "three-
field system/' with a rotation of wheat, barley, or oats,
and ,n the third year, fallow-to allow of the exhausted
sou regaming some measure of its fertility. In the last
year the field was left unfenced and the cattle of the
eommunity picked up what they could from it, when
they were neither on the waste, nor being fed with the
iiay that had been mowed from the meadow. Thereseem to have been exceptional cases in which the strips
of the arable were not permanently allotted to different
households, but were distributed, by lot or otherwise, ic
different holders in different years. But this was an
abnormal arningement; usually the proprietorship of the
St ips .n each field was fixed. And the usual arrange-ment would be that the fully endowed ceori's household

tel'nf
'" '""*/™'''« « 'te various strips as a fullteam of oxen could plough.

«Th?r/Tp'°. t'
""«'" °' *^ """"^^ "Eorl" and

of nrlf r ^/J-J"^'-
"f ^"<'-' PP- 3* ""d 37)

;
the idea

°n ?hetor ^ A^'r'- "f ^"^•' P- 3^)' ''"'J "^ sharing

brthe f^L^r ''"P'"'^'^^ *« °-«*'P of the land

2. The Courts: The Witan, which could displace the
tong for oertem reasons, the Shire or folh-moot. and the
im-moot; their powers; the people looked to these courts
lor justice.
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3. Change brought about by Danish raida—small free-

holders sought protection from the greater lords ; the shift-

ing of ownership from small landowners to " eorls."

STEP III 1

The Feudal System in France: (Read Scott's Quentin

Durward.) Barons too powerful for the king for various

reasons

:

1. Their property was large and compact.

2. They administered justice, issued coinage, etc.

3. Vassals swore allegjance to their immediate superior.

By means of problem-questions develop from the pupils

what William would probably do to strengthen his own

position.

STEP IV

The Feudal System under William: (Note the innova-

tions of William.)

1. The land belonged solely to the king; it was not

the Normans as a tribe, but William personally, who con-

quered England.

2. The estates of the nobles were divided, either

deliberately or because the land was conquered piecemeal

and parcelled out as it was conquered. (For example, Odo

had 473 manors in 17 counties.)

3. The vassals swore direct -Uegiance to the king.

4. The Witan was displaced by the Great Council, the

members of which were the king's vassals; therefore with

him, not against him.

6. The king's use of shire-reeves, personal dependants,

who led the military levy of the counties and collected the

king's taxes.
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6. What were the chief taxes? From them came much
political trouble in later times by attempts to rectify abuses
in connection with them.

7. The teacher may describe the ceremony of the feudal
oath.

The important points of each step should be written
on the black-board as they are described or developed.

(The decay of the Feudal System in England may be
the topic of another lesson.)

BEIONIORIAIi TENURE
The aim of the lesson is to give the pupils a knowledge

of the method of land tenure introduced into Canada by
the French; to enable them to trace the effects of this
system upon tbo progress of the people and the develop-
ment of the country; and to increase their interest in the
present system of tenure.

UETHOD

In connection with sections 3 and 4 the description
of the Feudal System would show how the land was held in
France; first by the king, under him by the greater nobles,
then by the lesser nobles and the gentry, then by the large
farmers who sublet it in small farms or hired men to work
It. Every one who held land had to do something for his
lord When this description is complete, let the pupils
apply It to Canada, the teacher supplying the names of
the correspondmg classes in Canada. Then the pupils may
be asked to consider what return each holder would make
for his land; this leads to a statement of the conditions
of tenure m Canada. Then the evils connected with this

II

ll
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system may be presented as another problem ; for example,

how would the actual workers be discouraged in making

improvements that they would get no credit for? In con-

nection with section 5, the pupils can contrast the method

of holding land that they are familiar with, that is, by

complete ownership, and can imagine what changes the

English settlers would want. They are then ready to hear

how and when these changes were brought about, and at

what cost.

The method is therefore a combination of the narrative

and development, or problem, methods.

THE LE880N

1. Introduce the lesson by a reference to the system ot

holding land in Ontario. (See lesson on the Feudal Sys-

tem.) Develop the leading principles of freehold tenure.

What Act gave the people of Ontario this method of hold-

ing land? We are going to learn something about the

system of holding land adopted by the French when they

ruled Canada. (See Ontario Public School History,

Chapter IX, also Ontario High School History of Canada,

Chap. VIII.)

3. Under the French the lands of Canada were held in

feudal tenure, which means that the King was regarded

as the owner, and that rent was paid to him, not altogether

in money, but partly in military service. Large portions of

land were granted in this way to oiEcers and nobles. An

important and imposing ceremony was that at which the

lords of manors annually did homage to the King's repre-

sentative at Quebec. These seigniors, as they were called,

had great powers within their domains. This method of

tenure was similar to the system of holding land in France,

called the Feudal Syste? '.
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At thii point the teacher might give a short description
of the Feudal Syston Picture to the pupils the old Feudal
castle and its surrojDrtlngs. dhow how 111 the common peo-
ple were provided for In comparison with the lords.

3. Cardinal Richelieu introduced feudalism into Can-
ada about the year 1527. He had two objects in view:
(o) to create a Canadian aristocracy, (6) to establish an
easy system of dividing land among settlers. This system
of holding land came to be known as Seigniorial Tenure.
The seignior received vast tracts of land from the King,
became his vassal, and in turn made grants to the
censitaires, those who held their land on the payment of
an annual rental. The censitaires secured habitants to
cultivate the soil.

4. The seignior was compelled to clear his estate of
forest within a certain time. In order to do this he rented
it, at from half a cent to two cents an acre, and received
his rent in produce. If the censitaire sold the land which
was cleared, he had to pay his seignior one twelfth of the
price. If the seignior parted with his estate, he had to
pay the King one fifth of the selling price. The forests
of Canada were not very attractive to the nobles of France;
hence, but few of them settled in this country. Some of
the prominent colonists, however, were granted patents of
nobility and became seigniors. Prevented by their rank
from cultivating the soil, they soon became bankrupt.
Then they turned their attention to the fur-trade, and
later many of them became explorers and the most gallant
defenders of New France.

5. In the year 1760, Canada became a British posses-
sion, and English settlers commenced to make homes for
themselves in Upper Canada. Their number was greatly
increased by the United Empire Loyalists who came over
after the American Hevolution. The English disliked the
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French method of holding land. Under Seigniorial Tenure,

thf seller of land in a seigniory was compelled to pay the

seignior an amount equal to one twelfth of the purchase

money. As this was chargeable not only on the value of

the land, but also on the value of all buildings and im-

provements, which, costing the seigniors nothing, were

often more valuable than the land itself, it was considered

by the English settlers an intolerable handicap. (Cen-

turies before tnis the Feudal System had been abolished

in England.)

6. In 1791 the British Parliament passed the Consti-

tutional Act which gave the people of Upper Canada the

privilege of holding lands in their own name. In Lower

Canada, too, those who wished were allowed to avail them-

selves of the freehold system, but the French did not take

advantage of their opportunity. In the year 1854 Seig-

niorial T.nure was abolished, the Government recom-

pensing the seigniors for the surrender of their ancient

rights and privileges, and freehold tenure, as in Ontario,

was introduced.

7. Beasons why the Seigniorial Tenure failed:

(o) It was not adapted to conditions in Canada.

(6) It did not provide sufficient incentive to set-

tlers to improve their lands.

(c) It gave the hahitant no chance to rise.

(d) It tended to divide the population into three

classes.

It failed to develop a civic spirit. This fact

alone made progress practically impossible.

Each seignior was the master of his own

domain. Thus the people had no opportunity

of working together, and under such circum-

stances no great national spirit could be

developed.

(e)
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8 Note the effect of the conquest of Canada and of
the Amencan Hevolution, upon Seigniorial Tenure.

n

CONFEDERATION OP CANADIAN PROVINCES

TOPICAL ANALYSIS
Causes:

,r ^Z.
'"'^j^*« °^ nn'°" an oW one in Canada and the

Maritime Provinces; foreshadowed in Durham's Report.
2. Immediate cause in Canada was the question of

representation by population; deadlock in Parliament.
3. Immediate cause in Maritime Provinces was the

feeling between Britain and the Colonies and the United
States over the Trent affair, the Alabama trouble, and the
Idea in the Northern States that the British Colonies
favoured the cause of the South in the Civil War.

Steps toward Confederation:

1. Meeting of delegates from the Maritime Provincesm C harlottetown in 1864.

2. Meeting in Quebec, 1864, of delegates from all the
provinces favours Confederation.

3. Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island reject the
proposal, and delegates from Upper Canada (Ontario)
Lower Canada (Quebec), Nova Scotia, and New Bruns-
wick proceed to London to secure an Act of Union from
the Imperial Government.

4. Movement in favour of union hastened by United
States giving notice in 1865 of the termination of the
Reciprocity Treaty in a year, and by the Fenian Raid,
1866,

M

ill
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6. Union accompliihcd by means of the Britith Nnrth

America Act pawed by tlie British Parliament in 1867,

and brought into force on July 1st, 1867. The provinces

confederated as the Dominion of Canada ; a Federal Union.

Oullint of Termi

:

See Ontario Public School Iliatory of Canada, p. 816.

Provision made for admission of new provinces.

Expansion of Confederation

:

Admission of other provinces—Manitoba, 1870; British

Columbia, 1871 ; Prince Edward Island, 1873 ; Alberta and

Saskatchewan, 1905 ; Yukon territory also represented in

the Dominioa Parliament.

w
1 ^:.
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NOTES OP A LESSON ON THE INFLUENCE OP

OEOORAPHICAL CONDITIONS ON THE HISTORY

OP A COUNTRY

COBBELATION OF HlSTORY AND GEOQBAPHT

GENERAL

The history of a nation is influenced very largely by

geographical facts. Its internal relations, whether friendly

or hostile, are ailected by those. Natural barriers,

such as mountains, seas, or great lakes and rivers, are

often political frontiers exerting protecting or isolating

influences.

Its industrial progress depends primarily upon its

natural products—minerals, grains, woods, flsh, etc., and

the facilities which its structure affords for trade, both

domestic and foreign. A sea-coast, with satisfactory har-

bours, tends to produce a sea-faring people, and therefore

a trading people.
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penMble condition for indmtrie*, thongh other coniidera-

tioni come in. In the hill country co«l tnd iron, ewentitl

miteriklt for • minufacturing nttion, lie ne«r to the

depoaiti of limeitone neceswry for Bmelting the iron ore.

The co«l-fleld» on or ne«r the coMt »re centre* of ihip-

building; and the interior coal-fleldi the centres of the

great textile induatrie*. Because of her inauUr position

and fleets of ships the raw products from other countries

can be brought to England easily and cheaply, and then

shipped out as manufactured goods.

Consult: A Hittorical Qeography of the Britiih Em-

pire. Hereford B. Geor^, Methuen & Co., London. The

BelatiofU of Qeography and History. Hereford B. George,

Clarendon Press, Oxford.

ANOTKEB rOBM OP THE LESSON

The teacher will announce the topic for discussion,

namely, how the history of Great Britain has been affected

by her insular position.

r.—Trace on the map the ooaat line of Oreat Britain. (Pupil

doM so.) What do you notlee about the coast Una In

comparison to the alM o( the IslandT

i».—It la very Irregular and haa a good many baya and InleU.

I>._Would thla have any effect on the Ufa and occupatlona of

the people?

P.—They would almoat have to be aallora.

r.—In other worda, a maritime people. Do you think that

la uaual? Look at the cc-.8t line of Japan. (Claaa aeea

that It la much tha aame aa that of Britain: the Jap-

aneae are alao a maritime race.) What la one occupa-

tion the people would folKiw?

j>.^Xhey would probably be flahermen. (The teacher may give

some Idea of the extent of the llahlng. The same may

be done with each new point, aa It comea up.)

T.—^What el« would they do?

P.—They would probably engage In trade or commerce.

r.—With which countrlea? Study the map for a moment
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ST. LAWRENCE RIVER

Incidental Teaching of History with Qeooraphy

Aim.—To show general connection between history and

geography.

Material Required.—A black-board sketch of that part

of Canada adjacent to the St. Lawrence and a set of pic-

tures (or picture post-cards) showing the important his-

torical sites along the banks of the river.

Introduction.—The teacher asks a few questions to

make clear the purpose of the map and to fix the location

of the principal towns ^ and cities—Kingston, Brockville,

Prescott, Ogdensburg, Morrisburg, Cornwall, Lachine,

Montreal, Three Rivers, Levis, Quebec, Tadoussac, and

Gaspe.

Presentation.—The lesson is assumed to be a pleasure

trip by boat from Port Hope to the Atlantic. The teacher

will tell of the departure from Port Hope and the arrival

at Kingston, the first port. While there, he will ask why

the place was given the name of Kingston. (It was named

in honour of George III ; as Queenston, at the upper end

of the lake, was in honour of Queen Charlotte.) Leaving

Kingston the teacher will describe (showing pictures)

the appearance of the fort on the point and, with the pupils,

will recall its establishment by Frontenac in 1673, and its

use as a check on the Indians, and will note its use now

as a storehouse, barracks, and training camp for soldiers.

(Ontario Public School History, pp. 51, 114.)

As the trip is continued down the river, they notice, in

passing, the beautiful Thousand Islands, and the town of

Brockville—its name commemorating the hero of Queens-

ton Heights. Immediately below Prescott is seen on the

bank of the river an old wind-mill, the scene of the Patriot

N J

'
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calm. In imagination, pictures may be formed of the

scenes that marked the close of French Rule in Canada.

The river flows on past Tadoussac, long the centre of the

Canadian fur-trade, past Gasp£ where Cartier landed and

laid claim to the surrounding country in the name of the

king of France, till its banks fade from sight and its waters

mingle with those of the Atlantic.

In teaching such lessons as this, the oral narrative and

question method is nsed. It is a review lesson, and repro-

duction may follow in a written exercise.

til

THE RELATIONS BETWEEN ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND
FROM 1066 TO 1603

The purpose of 'his analysis is to explain by what show

of right the kings of England interfered so much in Scot-

tish affairs. The analysis also aims to show how correct

and definite views on certain topics may be had only by

following out those topics through history, neglecting all

facts but those bearing on the topic studied.

1. In the tenth century, Malcolm I obtained Strath-

elyde (see map, Ontario Public School History of England,

p. 37) as a fief from Edmund of England. His grandson,

Malcolm II, was invested with Lothian, before this a part

of the English earldom of Northumbria. These fiefs are

the basis of all claims afterwards made by English kings

as overlords of Scotland.

2. Malcolm III (1057-1093) married Margaret, sister

of Edgar Atheling. The Norman conquest drove many
Saxons north, and the Saxon element in Scotland was

strengthened by this.

3. William the Conqueror compelled Malcolm's sub-

mission, 1072. This kept alive the English claims.
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4. Henry I married Matilda of Scotland. Many Nor-mans went to Scotland in the reign of David (1184-1153)The Feudal System was introduced and firmlv established
under Norman mfluence. Ecclesiastical foundation begun,
i-riendly relations strengthened.

5 As the price of his liberty, William the Lyon agreedby the Convention of Falaise, 1174, to hold Scotland as anet of England.

6. To raise money for his Crusade, Richard I of Eng-

or 10 oT'^t '"
'}f '" '*"'''" "«''*' °-^ Scotland

iZ!ZZT''
""'

'" *"' ''-' '""* "'^''"-'^'^''^ •>"

7. The border line was fixed for the first time in 1222

19««' w^^^.""*''
"^ Margaret, daughter of Alexander III,

1286, left the crown a bone of contention; Balliol finally
secured It by favour of Edward I of England, the overlord

^ndt W n
^^™ *°"°''' ** ^" of Independence

under Wallace and Bruce and the Battle of Bannockburn,
1314. This long and destructive war cau..V. the Scots tohave a deadly hatred of the English, and drove Scotland
into allian^ wrth France, the great enemy of England,and consolidated the different races in Scotland.

9. Scotland thus became involved in the many wars
between England and France and attacked England when-
ever she and France were at war.

ackn'owledgef
'' *' '"^^P^^-- ot Scotland was

o.J-^' ^™°ff''.'P
^'* F™"ce and distrust of England

continued well into the Reformation period, and if themain determined Scotland's foreign policy.

12. With the change of religion in Scotland at the
Reformation, French influence came to an end. Religious
sympathy overcame the political hatred of England.
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13. The trouble in connection with Mary Queen of

Scots and her imprisonment made for peace between the

two countries, as Scotland did not want to have Mary
released for fear of further civil war.

14. The accession of James VI, a Scottish king, to the

throne nf England, ended almost entirely the differences

between the two countries, and led finally to the Legisla-

tive Unioi a century later (1707).

II
«

ANALYSIS OP SECTIONS 160-170, ONTARIO PUBUC
SCHOOL HISTORY OF ENGLAND

The Parliament had already established its sole right

to levy taxation. (See Green's Short History of the Eng-

lish People, p. 478.) Under Charles I the struggle was

mainly about the manner in which the taxes should be

spent ; in other words, the Parliament was trying to secure

control of the executive, the other important element in

Responsible Government.

Charles I held very strongly the belief in the " divine

right " of kings and, naturally, this belief did not harmon-

ize with the aim of Parliament. Disputes were constant:

1. Differences concerning Charles' marriage.

3. First Parliament, 1026, would grant "tonnage and

poundage " for only one year.

3. Second Parliament, 162G, refused money unless the

conduct of the Spanish war by Buckingham was inquired

into by Parliament.

4. Third Parliament, 1628-9. Charles raised some

money by " forced loans," but far too little, for a new war

with France was begun. Parliament refused to grant

money till the king signed the Petition of Bight, which

embodied all the points in dispute betwsen them.
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wh,";. ^V'"^'
^'^ "°' '""« °'''"^« *he Petition of Rightwh.ch he had s,g„ed

; Laud, Bishop of London, was mak-

back t^r^ r'""'
"'*'"°"""' *"' -^'"^d f bringback he old rel.g,on. Parliament solemnly protestedW both these things, then quietly adjourU Wmembers were arrested-Sir John Eliot died in the Tower-others were kept in prison for eleven years.

durf„/,r>,-^""'T*
^°' ""'" y'"'- Charles aimeddunng this period to raise money without Parliamentand to establish the English Church in the whole country:

His methods of raising money were:
(o) By granting monopolies (£200,000).
(b) By Star Chamber fines-large fines for slight

offences.

(c) By illegal duties.

(d, By "ship-money" (Trial of Hampden).
His methods of establishing the English Church were:

(a) Behgious oppression-chief agent, Laud; chief
sufferers, the Puritans,

(i) Attempt to force the English Church prayer-
book on Scotland led to rebellion.

• This rebellion forced Charles to summon Parliament

Jni"tJl
™"' '°°"'^- ^""•""«°t refused to give money

til their grievances were redressed. It was dissolved inhree weeks. Urgent need of troops to keep back the Scottish rebels made Charles summon Parliament again in sixmonths (1640) This is known as the " Long Pariiameul"
f- (a) Parliament first accused Laud and Strafford.

(b) The " Grand Remonstrance " named the illegal
acts of Charles.

(c) This led to Charles' final blunder-the attempt
to arrest the five members.
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8. Open war, now the only way out, went on till Charles

was captured and beheaded, and Parliamunt held, for a

time, entire control.

SUOOESTIVB OUTLINES FOR REVIEWS

I. The Era of Reform in Britain:

1. The Methodist Revival, which stirred the hearts of

the people, and gave them higher ideals

2. Social Reforms: (a) Canning, the friend of the

oppressed

(6) Wilberforce and the abo-

lition of slavery

(c) Elizabeth Fry and prison

reform

((f) Revision of the criminal

code

3. Political Reforms : (o) The Reform Bill

(6) The Chartist Agitation

(c) The repeal of the Corn Laws

II. The Puritan Movement:

1. Its beginning under Elizabeth

2. Its growth under James I

3. The struggle and victory under Charles I

4. Triumph and decay under the Commonwealth

5. Its dissolution under Charles II

6. It was the root of the resistance offered to the

misrule of James II.
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FOB TEACHERS' BLFEHENCE
THE STAOEt iN THE DEVELOPMENT

OP CIVILIZATION

CORRELATION OF HISTORY AND 8CIBNCB
The purpose of these notes, which are condensed from

the article on "Civilization" in the Encyclopaedia
Bntanmca (latest edition), is to provide the teacher with
some interesting material, by the use of which he may
impress on the pupils the far-reaching effects of certain
mv-entions and discoveries, which are in such common use
to-day that they are very likely to be underestimated. The
number of lessons must be left entirely to the discretion
of the teacher.

NOTES

The close relation between the progress of civilization,
as told in history, and scientific inventions and discoveries
.8 shown by Lewis H. Morgan, who has indicated nine
stages ,n the upward march of mankind from the earliest
tunes to the present. There are three stages of savagery,
three of barbarism, and three of civilization, the close of
each stage being marked by an important discovery or
invention The problem method may be used, by asking
what each invention or discovery would enable the people
to do that they could not do before.

1. The savages in the first stage were developing speech
lived on raw nuts and fruits, and were restricted to places

Tl ^"lu'^f^
^"'^ "*""* """J f°°d- This stage was

ended by the discovery of fire.

2. With the use of fire, their food now included fish
and perhaps flesh; they could migrate to colder climates.
This stage ended with the invention of the 60a, and arrow
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3. With the bov and arrow, the savage was safer from

fierce animals ; he could kill also to get food, and skins for

clothing and tents; with stronger food and better protec-

tion he could and did migrate into more distant, colder

countries. This stage ended with the invention of pottery.

4. Hitherto man had had no cooking utensils that

could withstand Are. Now he could boil his food, and his

diet was extended to include boiled meat and vegetables.

The next stage was reached by the domestication of animals.

5. The dog, the sheep, the ox, the camel, the horse were

rapidly domesticated; some of these provided man with

food independent of the chase; others gave him better,

swifter means of travel and transportation. Distant peo-

ples were thus brought into contact and commerce began.

New ideas were gained from each other. Larger communi-

ties were formed, and towns and cities beqtan. Property

became individual, instead of being communal.

6. This stage began with the invention of iron-smelting.

Immense progress was now possible in the various arts of

peace: house-building, road-making, construction of

vehicles, the making of all sorts of tools. By these too\a

man was now able to express his sssthetic nature as never

before. Implements of war also became more numerous

and more deadly.

7. The human race was now lifted from the highest

stage of barbarism to the lowest stage of civilization by

one of the most important inventions that man has ever

made

—

writing. This made possible the recording of

man's deeds and thoughts for posterity, thus securing the

gains of each generation for all succeeding generations,

and making history possible.

8. The next stage of progress is marked by a group of

inventions,

—

gunpowder, the mariner's compass, and paper
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and the printing prau. The Middle Ages, as we call them
were now ended, and the human race found itself on a
stage as wide as the world.

9. The next invention, which came quickly after the
preceding ones, and placed mankind in the present stage
of civilization, was the steam-engine. The revolution
which this brought about is so recert as to need no details
here. (See lesson on the Industrial Revolution, p. 87.)
What is to be the invention that will mark the entrance of
the race on a higher stage still, when Tennyson's d m of
a " Federation of the World the Parliament of Man " may
be realized? Is it the airship, giving man the conquest
of the last element still unmastered ?

TBB NEW LEARNING

1. The aim of this lesson is to make the pupils
familiar with one of th» most important movements in
English history, by having them study the meaning, causes,
tendencies, and effects of the New Learning.

2. As an introduction, a lesson or two should be given
on the conditions prevailing in Europe during the latter
part of the Middle Ages, because a knowledge of these con-
ditions is essential to a right understanding of many of
the causes of the New Learning.

The New Learning was a phase of a greater movement
called the Benaissance, which arose in Italy during the
fourteenth century. The Renaissance marked the end of
the Middle Ages and the beginning of modem historv.
It meant re-birth, a new life. People took a new interest
in living. The influence of the monk and of the knight
was passing, and the man of affairs, with his broader
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sympathies, his keener vision, his more varied interesto,

and his love of liberty, was coming into prominence.

How to enjoy life, how to get the greatest value out of

it, became the great problem. In their attempt to solve this

problem people turned their attention to the ancient litera-

ture of Greece and Home; for it was believed that the

ancient Greeks and Romans had a fine appreciation of

the meaning and beauty of life. They began to seek out

the old literature and to study it. This new study has

been called the Revival of Learning or the New Learning.

The influence of these two great literatures soon made it-

self felt. Every province of knowledge was investigated,

and people everywhere were influenced by this great intel-

lectual awakening.

3. The following were the chief causes of the move-

ment

:

(o) The Crusades

(6) The Fall of Constantinople, 1453

(c) The introduction of the mariner's compass.

(d) The invention of gunpowder

(e) The invention of the printing press

(/) The overthrow of the feudal system

(g) The desire for knowledge stimulated by the uni-

TfiFSltlCS

(A) The failure of the schools of the Middle Ages to

meet the demands and needs of the times

4. The relation of each of these causes to the New

'earning mutv be shown. In dealing with the Crusade

movement as a cause, it will be necessary to help the

children to see the effect produced on the people of

northern Europe by their coming into contact with the

more highly cultivated people in southern Europe; and

the effect produced on the people of Europe by their
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mingling with the nation, of the luxuriow Ewt-thc
Greek, of Con.tantinopIe .nd the brilliant Mohammedan
.Choi.™ of Pale«tine. The Cru8«de» made the ,K!opIc din-
Mtisfled with the condition, that had prevailed «> longm Europe and thi., fact alone gave an impetus to theNew Learning.

The relation of printing to the .pread of the move-
ment ..evident. The introduction of printing meant the
eheaj^ning of book., their more general u.e, and the
.pread of education. Thi. wa. followed by . growing
mdependence of thought, and a de.ire for greater political
and religion, freedom.

The other cauw. may be .imilariy treated.

5. The New Learning wa. reprewnted in England by
• group of scholar, of whom Era.mu., Colet, and More
were the chief. The great churchmen, too, were iU
patrons. Men of every rank were interested, and the
movement affected the whole life of the people. A new
interest was taken in education, in art, in religion, and in
«.cial reform. Old method, of in.truction were .uper-
seded by more rational ones. Hundred, of new school,
were established for the benefit of the middle classc. Thewhoe tendency of the New Earning was toward a higher
intellectual and more moral life.

6. Its effects

:

(a) It awakened a desire for an intellectual life and
for social reform;

(*) It made possible the Reformation;

»n/r^ i* '"V"
*" establishment of .chools and librariesand to the extension of the usefulness of the universities-

(d) It aroused the desire for liberty and the spirit of
enterprise, and encouraged commercial activity;
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(«) It inipired loine of the world'* grmteit trtiiti

in painting, •cnlpture, »rchit«.ture, litermture, and mu»ic.

(/) It ImpUnted the »eedi of freedom of thought

•nd fettered the ipirit of icientiflc rtiearch

;

(^) It supplied higher ide»li of lif* »nd conduct, •

fact which became reiponiible to a larjre extent for the

great improvement made in the condition of the people,

and in the development of Europe since that time.

Not«: ReferencM to the dtiooTerlM made by Copemlcui,

Columbus, and the CaboU should be made. PupUs should

nad or hear short accounts of Erasmus, More, and Colet A

careful development of the causes and meaning of the move-

ment should aid the pupils to anticipate lU chief resuIU.

It Is assumed, of course, that the study of this topic wlU

occupy several lesson periods.

M
THE FIGHT FOR CONSTITUTIONAL LIBERTY

m CANADA, 1769-1867.

In the struggle for constitutional liberty in Britiali

Canada, there are several distinct stages:

L 1760 to 1763—Military lule:

1. Amherst the nominal governor; Canada divided

into three districts

2. Little disturbance of French cuBtoms; the habir

iants content

3. Influx of "old" enbjecte—their character. (See

Ontario Public School History of Canada, p. 109; His-

tory of Canada. Lucas and Egerton, Part II, pp. 4 and

7-)
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IL 1763 to 1774 (Qnebeo Act)

:

1. Period of Civil Government under Ocncnl Murmy
8. Unrcit owing to demand, of the " old " rabjecU
8, Corditioni of government:

(a, Oovcmor and Advisory Council of twelve all
appointed by Crown

(h) Assembly permitted but not feasible; depended
on will of Governor

(c) British law. lK.th civil and criminal, prevailedW All money matters in hands of Council.

4 At this time the French greatly outnumbered the
Bntish, and the fear of the Revolution of the American

Act"Tm ^ ^"'°''' ^'"^ '"'""*^ '" *'"' ^""^^

III 1774 to 1791-Quebec Act to Constitutional Act:
1 Both "old" and "new" subjects dissatisfled-

the French with British Caurt procedure, the British
with French feudal customs.

8. Provisions of the Quebec Act:
(a) Change of boundaries (See textbook.)
(6) Governor and Legislative Council appointed-

no assembly called.

(c) French Civil Law; British Criminal Law
(d) No oath required, as before, hostile to the

Roman Catholic Church—beginning of re-
ligious liberty

(e) Legislative Council had no control of taxation
IV. 1791 to 1841-Con8titutionaI Act to Act of Union

Provisions of Constitutional Act:

.nj^B^?!^^'
""^ ^^" •^*"»^" "^'"^e^. l^caise Frenchana British could not agree on many points.
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2. Each Province had a Governor, a Legislative Coun-

cil, a Legislative Assembly, and an Executive Council.

The Legislative Council was composed of the highest

officials, appointed practically for life, and responsible to

no one. Many of these were also members of the Execu-

tive Council. The Legislative Assembly was elected and

was yet without control of the whole revenue, as the

Home Government still collected "all duties regulating

colonial navigation and commerce."

3. The Clergy Heserves were established; later to be-

come a bone of contention.

V. 1841 to 1867—Act of Union to British North America

Act.

The demands of the people for responsible govern-

ment, that is, for control of the Executive and of taxa-

tion, became so insistent that the Act of Union was

passed, following Lord Durham's report on the EebtUion

of 1837.

Provisions of the Act of Union:

1. Legislative Council appointed (20 members)

2. Legislative Assembly elected (42 from each Pro-

vince, later 65 from each)

3. Executive Council selected from both Houses

4. A permanent Civil List of £75,000 was granted

5. The Legislative Assembly controlled the rest of

the revenue. Money bills were to originate with the Gov-

ernment. This was really Responsible Government, as

it was developed under Elgin.

VI. 1867 to the present:

The British North America Act was the statement of a

complete victory of the people for Eefponsible Govern-

ment. The Executive Council (Cabinet) is wholly re-
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sponsible to Parliament, in which the members of the
Executive mu.', h,. seat».: the raising and the spending
of revenue IS vliolly in the i. nds of the people's represen'
tatives. For . cl.ar .sumn, vry of the concessions won by
Canadians see Jo..i..i. How Canada is Oovemed, page
34; see also Ontano Public School History of Caml.

DEVICES

MAI'8

histor^^""
""'" ^°' ^''""''' '*"''y' '''P''^'''"y «f modern

bvtt?""i"" "M*""* ""P' ''™'^" °" *« black-boardby the teacher or the pupils for use in the study of earlierhistory, or explorations, etc. For these purposerthe
deUils of a wall map are not only not needed' bu „erather a hindrance.

3. Belief maps of plasticine, clay, or salt and flour, tobe made by the pupils to illustrate the influence of geo-graphic* facts in histoiy. and to make events in histo^more real to the pupils.
^

PICTUBES

1. Many good historical pictures of persons, buildings
monuments, and events may be collected by the pupils andhe teacher from magazines and newspapers, and pastedm a scrap-book. (See Educational Pamphlet, fo i
Visual Aids m the Teaching of History.)

8. The Perry Picture Co., Maiden, Mass., publishes
pictures in different sizes, costing from one ce;t upward.

t„r 1'' ?r
"''^"'

'" ^""'^'"'^ ^''^^y- Similar pie-ces may be obtained from the Cosmos Picture Co., New
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3. Good picture post-cards can be easily obtained.

4. Lantern slides and stereopticon views may be used.

(For lists of dealers and publishers of 3 and 4, see also

Visual Aids in the Teaching of History.)

UUSECMS

These often contain relics of earlier times in the form

of implements, utensils, weapons, dress. A visit to one

will interest pupils.

SOUECB BOOKS

Some source books for illustrating earlier conditions

in Ontario are:

1. The Talbot Regime. By Charles Oakes Ermatinger,

St. Thomas.

2. Pioneer Days. By David Kennedy, Port Elgin.

Sold by author, 50c.

3. United Empire Loyalists. By Egerton Byerson.

William Briggs.

4 Canadian Constitutional Development. Selected

speeches and dispatches, 1766-1867. By Egerton and Grant

Murray. $3.00.

5. Pen Pictures of Early Pioneer Life in Upper

Canada. William Briggs, Toronto, $2.00.

OENEALOOICAL TABLES

Those needed to illustrate special periods may be found

in the larger histories. Pupils should be instructed how to

interpret them.

CHHONOIOQICAL CHABT

This may be made by the class, on the black-board or

on a slated cloth as the work advances. On the left hand
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Of a vertical line are set down the dates, allowing the same
space for each ten years, the close of each decade being
shown in larger figures. On the right side are set down the
events in their proper place. For example, in studying the
career of Champlain, the Chart will be begun as follows:

1«00

1603

1604

CHAMPLAIN

1608

1609

First visit, when 36 years old, with Pontgravfi
With De Monts and Poutrlncourt he undertakes to

colonize Acadia; forms a settlement at Port
Royal.

Founds Quebec.

Explores Richelieu River and Lake Champlain: forma
an alliance with the Hurons and Algonqulns
against the Iroquois

"'eimqums

KIO Marriage.

1611 Establishes a trading station at what Is now Montreal.

7„ r.'f'
°?"' """"• """""^ '» «•"» the way

..,r „ ,
'"'' ^««e'^ed. returns to Prance.

161S Brings out the Recollet Fathers to christianize the

IC20
"*' """'"* ">« '"""t'T of the Hurons.

A useful chart which shows the growth of Canada is
to be found m Taylor's Cardinal Facts of Canadian His-
<ory reproduced in Duncan's The Canadian People. An

United Editors Company, of Toronto.

NOTE-BOOKS AND CLASS EXEBCI8E8

u ^" *''\f°"'"*
^°™' P"P"' 'I'O"^ copy into a note-

book the black-board work-topical outlines, time chart,
etc as a basis for review and for class exercises in com-
position. Such a topical summary, the joint work of
teacher and class, is the best means of review for examina-
tion purposes, when one is held.
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Pupils may occasionally be asked to make from the text-

book, without preceding class work, a topical analysis

either of a subject which is treated c msecutively in the

book, such as the War of 1812-14, or of a subject that

requires the pupil to collect his material from various parts

of the book, or even from several books. In the latter case

the teacher should direct the pupil to the proper sources.
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THE FIRST CHRISTMAS TREE

Did you ever hear the story of the first Christmag tree?

This is the way it was told to me: Martin Luther was

a good ir.m who lived in Germany long ago. One

Christmas Eve he was walking to his home. The night

was cold and frosty with many stars in the sky. He

thought he had never seen stars look so bright. When

he got homo he tried to tell his wife and children how

pretty the stars were, but they didn't seem to understand.

So Luther went out into his garden and cut a little

evergreen Irm. This he set up in the room and fastened

tiny cai.dl<"i all over it, and when he had lighted them

they shone like stars.

One of Luther's neighbours came in that night, and

when she saw the tree she thought how one would please

her children. Soon she had one in her house, too. And

the idea spread from one house to another until there

were Christmas trees all over Germany.

Queen Victoria of England was married to a German

prince, and the German custom of a Christmas tree for

the children was followed in the royal palace. Of course

after the Queen had a tree other people must have one,

too. So the Christmas tree came to England.

The little French boys and girls have not had them

so long. Not very many years ago there was a war be-

tween France and Germany. At Christmas time the

German soldiers were in Paris. They felt sorry t" be so

far from their own little boys and girls on Christmas eve.

But they knew how to have something to remind them of

home. Every soldier who could got a little evergreen

[136]
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tree and put candles on it. The French mw them, and
were so pleased that now, eveiy year, they too have
Christmas trees.

. So many people from England, and from Germany,
and from France have come to our country to live, of
course, we too have learned about Christmas trees. And
that iH why you and so many other little girls and boyg
have such pretty trees on Christmas eve.

THE ORIGIN OF THE EASTER BUNNY
Childish voices are asking why the rabbit is seen with
the eggs and the chickens that fill the shop windows and
show-cases at Easter. The legend that established the
hare as a symbol of the Eastertide is not generally known.
It is of German origin and runs as follows

:

Many years ago, during a cruel war, the Duchess of
Lindenburg with her two children and an old servant fled
for s.-fety to a little obscure village in the mountains. She
found the people very poor, and one thing that surprised
her much was that they used no eggs. She learned that
they had never seen or heard of hens, and so when the old
servant went to get tidings of his master and of the war
he brought back with him some of these birds.

The simple village folk were greatly interested in the
strange fowl, and when thev saw the tiny yellow chickens
breaking their way out of the eggs they were full of de-
light. But the Ihichess was saddened by the thought that
Easter was drawing near and that she had no gifts for
the little mountain children. Then an idea came to her.
The sp.'ng was beginning to colour the earth with leaves
and flowers, and she made bright dyes out of herbs and
roots and coloured the eggs. Then the children were in-
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vited to viiit the Duchew, and she told thorn stories of

the glad Easter day, and afterwards bade each make ~.

nest of moss among the bushes. When they had all en-

joyed the little feast provided in their honour, they went

back to the woods to look at their nests. Lo! in each

were five coloured eggs.

"What a good hen it must have been to lay such

beautiful eggs," said one child.

" It could not have been a hen," said another. " The

eggs that the hens lay are white. It must have l)een the

rabbit that jumped out of the tree when I made my nest."

And all the children agreed that it was the rabbit,

and to this day the mystic Bunny is supposed to bring

eggs and gifts at Easter to the little children of the

" fatherland " who have been loving and kind during the

year.

THE STORY OF ST. VALENTINE

Once upon a time, there lived in a monastery across the

sea a humble monk called Valentine. Every brother

save himself seemed to have some special gift.

Now there was Brother Angelo, who was an artist,

and painted such wonderful Madonnas that it seemed as

if the holy mother must step down from the frame and

bless her children.

Brother Vittorio had a wonderful vpice, and on saints'

days the monastery chapel would be crowded with visitors,

who came from far and near just to listen to that wonder-

ful voice as it soared up among the dim old arches.

Brother Anselmo was a doctor, and knew the virtues

of all roots, herbs, and drugs, and was kept very busy

going about among the sick, followed by their tearful,

grateful blessing.
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Brother Joh»nnc« wan .killed in illumin»tin«, and
Valentine often watched the page rtow under hi* clever
hand. How beautiful would then l)c the Ko«pcl utory in
bnghtly-colonrcd letters, with dainty flowers, bri«ht-
winged butterflies, and downy, nestling birds al)out the
Imrdert I

Brother Paul was a jfreat teacher in the monastery
school, and even learned scholars came to consult him
Frtar John ruled the affairs of the little monastery world
with wisdom and prudence. Indeed, out of the whole
numlicr only Valentine seemed without special talent.

The poor man felt it keenly, nc longed to do some
great thing. " Why did not the good God give me a voice
like Vittorio or a skilled hand like Angelo?" he would
often inquire of himself bitterly. One day as he sat sadly
musing on these things, a voice within him said clearly
and earnestly: "Do the little things, Valentine; there
the blessing lies." "What are the little things?" asked
Valentine, much perplexed. But no answer came to this
question. Like every one else, Valentine had to find his
work himself.

He had a little plot where he loved to work, and the
other monks said that Valentine's pinks, lilies, and violets
were larger and brighter than any raised in the whole
monastery gtrden.

He used to gather bunches of his flowers and drop
them into the chubby hands of children as they trotted
to school under the gray monastery walls. Many a happy
village bride wore his roses on her way to "the altar.
Scarcely a coffin was taken to the cemetery but Valentine's
lilies or violets filled the silent hands.

He got to know the birthday of every child in the vil-
lage, and was fond of hanging on the cottage door some
little gift his loving hands had made. He could mend a
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child's broken windmill and carve quaint faces from wal-

nut shells. He made beautiful crosses of silvery gray

lichens, and pressed mosses and rosy weeds from the sea-

shore. The same tender hands were ready to pick up a

fallen baby, or carry the water bucket for some weary

mother.

Everybody learned to love the good Brother Valen-

tine. The children clung to his long, gray skirts, and the

babies crept out on the streets to receive his pat on their

shining hair. Even the cats and dogs rubbed against

him, and the little birds fluttered near him unafraid.

St. Valentine grew old, loving and beloved, never

dreaming that he had fo^nd his great thing. When the

simple monk died the whole countryside mourned, and

hundreds came to look for tho last time on the quiet face

in the lade cofSn.

A great duke walked bare-headed after that coflBn,

and one of the most noted brothers of the church spoke

the last words of blessing to the weeping people.

After his death, it was remembered how sweet had

been his little gifts, and the villagers said :
" Let us, too,

give gifts to our friends on the good Valentine's birth-

day." So ever since has the pretty custom been carried

out, and on St. Valentine's day we send our friends little

tokens of remembrance to say we love them.

THE FIRST THANKSGIVING

It is nearly three hundred years since the first Thanksgiv-

ing Day. Though we have even more to be grateful for,

I think that there are not many of us who feel quite so

thankful as the little handful of people who set apart the

first Thanksgiving Day.
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There were not very many of them, jngt one little
village in a big forest land, and by the edge of a great
ocean. Here, on the map, is where they lived. It is on
the north-eastern shores of the United States and is called
Plymouth. The people I am telling you about gave it
that name when they came to it, nearly two years before
they had their first Thanksgiving Day. It was the name
of the last town they had seen in England. Here, on the
map, IS the English Plymouth, and you see what a long
trip they had in their little vessel, called the Mayflower,
to their new home.

You still wonder why they travelled so far to make
new homes for themselves. It was because they wanted
to worship God in their own way that they left England.
TTiey were not afraid of the long voyage and all its hard-
ships; for they felt sure they were doing as Qod wished
them to do. They arrived safely, too, and built their
little village by the sea—the new Plymouth. One of the
first buildings they put up was a little log church.

The first year was very hard for everybody. The
winter was colder than any they had ever known in Eng-
land, and their houses were small and poorly built. They
oiuld not get any letters or news from their friends in
England for many months. Pood was not scarce, for
there was always plenty of game and fish. But it was
such a change from their old way of living that many
people became ill, and in the spring there were many
graves. But the worst thing about the new land was the
Indians. These English people were afraid of them—
and with good reason, ioo, for they were very fierce and
sometimes very cruel. They tried not to let the Indians
know how few they were, and even planted grain about
the graves in the churchyard so that the Indians could not
count how many had died.

10
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But one of the Indian Chiefs was friendly to the Eng-

lish and kept the other tribes from making war on them,

and the second summer they had a great harvest and

everything was more comfortable. It was in that autumn,

just after the grain was gathered, that the minister spoke

to them one Sunday about having a Thanksgiving day.

« It seemeth right," he said, " God hath granted us peace

and plenty. He has blessed us with a dwelling-place of

peace. He' has held back the savage red man from bring-

ing harm, to us. Therefore let us appoint a day of

Thanksgiving."

After that all the people, even the boys and girls,

were busy getting ready. The men took their guns and

fishing-rods and went into the forest, and brought home

fowl, fish, and deer, and perhaps bear meat as well. The

boys and girls gathered wild plums, and grapes, and corn,

and brought in pumpkins from the gardens; and the wo-

men made pies, puddings, cakes, and bread, and baked

the meat and com. They had great piles of cakes, and

rows and rows of pies, and loaves of bread and platters

of meat, for they all expected company. You could not

guess, I am sure, who was coming! They had sent word

to the Indians near to come and spend Thanksgiving Day

with them.

Do you suppose they came? Indeed they did. They

came before breakfast and stayed until long after supper,

and had a good time, and tasted everything the white

women had cooked, and nodded their heads and said,

"How" a great many times, to say it was good. Some

of the little girls and boys were half afraid of them, but

they need not have been; for that day the Indians felt

very kindly toward the English.

Ask pupils to mention things for wWeh they are thankful.
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LETTER FROM MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS,
TO QUEEN ELIZABETH

Believe, Madame (and the doctors whom you sent to me
this last summer can have formed an opinion), that I am
not likely long to be in a condition which can justify
jealousy or distrust. And this notwithstanding, exact
from me such assurances, and just and reasonable condi-
tions as you wish. Superior force is always on your side
to make me keep them, even though for any reason what-
ever I should wish to break them. You have had from
observation enough experience of my bar<! promises, some-
times even to my own damage, as I showed you on this
subject two years ago. Remember, if you please, what I
then wrote you, and that in no way could you so much win
over my heart to yourself as by kindness, although you
have confined forever my poor body to languish between
four walls; those of my rank and disposition not permit-
ting themselves to be gained over or forced by any amount
of harshness.

In conclusion, I have to request two things especially;

the one that as I am about to leave this world I may have
by me for my consolation some honourable churchman, in
order that I may daily examine the road that I have to
traverse and be instructed how to complete it according
to my religion, in which I am firmly resolved to live and
die. This is a last duty which cannot be denied to the
most wretched and miserable person alive; it is a liberty
which you give to all foreign ambassadors, just as all
other Catholic kings allow yours the practice of their
religion. And as for myself, have I ever forced my own
subjects to do anything against their religion even when
I had all power and authority over them? And you can-
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not justly bring it to pass that I should be in this ex-

tnmity deprived of such a privilege. What advantage
can accrue to you from denying me this? I hope that

God will forgive me if, oppressed by you in this wise, I

do not pease from paying Him that duty which in my
heart will be permitted. But you will give a very ill

example to other princes of Christendom of employing
towards their subjects and relatives, the same harshness

which you mete out to me, a sovereign queen and your
nearest relative, as I am and shall be in spite of my
enemies bo long as I live,
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